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Mexico upturn needs
U.S. aid, Harris says

Joe Cavaretta

COFFEE BREAK: Professor Fred Harris takes 11 moment from his note taking to talk about his
days in Mexico.

Funeral held for slain deputy chief
United Press International
Beneath a stormy sky, 140 whitegloved police officers snapped a final salute Thursday to Albuquerque's
second highest law enforcement
official, a man wounded fatally outside his estranged wife's home.
Deputy Police Chief Jack Dean
Martin, 45, commander of the department's Field Services Division,
was found gravely wounded early
Sunday in the front seat of his police
car.

He had been shot twice in the upper body and once in the back of the
head. He died about 20 hours later.
There were reports Thursday that
tests showed a gun registered to
Sophie Martin, 43, bore the
woman's fingerprints. The weapon
was found hidden in a cinderblock
wall near where Martin was shot.
The Albuquerque Tribune reported that tests also showed Martin's wife had fired a gun around the
time of the 6 a.m. shooting.
Sophie Martin has been hospital-

ized since the shooting for shock.
No suspects have been charged.
Police Chief E.L. "Whitey"
Hansen refused comment on the reports that implicated Sophie Martin,
as did District Attorney Stc\'e
Schiff.

Davis testifies in UNM vs.

Bailey contraCt suit
Dennis Pohlman

Jeff Alt1111ndet

AFTERMATH: An Albuquerque woman plowed her car Into
thelront of Ruuell's S.ltery & Dellcateaen, 3501 Lom•• NE,
Thursdey efternoon. No one w•• hurt, end no clteflons were

Issued.

The economy of Mexico should alone on its obligations, he exbe the first priority in Washington, plained.
says political science professor Fred
The July 1st election of Miguel de
Harris who recently returned from a Ia Madrid signaled to the world tl}at
six-month stay at the University of Mexico wanted to meet its problems
Mexico as part of a professor ex- head on, Harris said. DeJa Madrtd
has promised to reform the corrupchange program.
Harris taught, in Spanish, ''The tion-prone national government and
United States Today'' to about 60 to promote a society dedicated to
students, mainly graduate students reducing the tremendous gap beand faculty members from the tween rich and poor, he said.
In past· interviews with present
national university.
Devaluation of the peso began President Lopez-Portilla, Harris
while he was in the country, Harris said Lopez-Portillo indicated
said, adding that it was possible that wanted to produce no more crude oil
Mexican economic woes would than Mexico could 'digest.' Since
force a postponement of the profes- then the president was forced to insor exchanges. Finding qualified crease production, and the result
professors at UNM is not a problem, was that Mexican crude was added
he said. It is finding a Mexican pro- to last sumer's oil glut.
Production and price drops refessor that can afford to leave Mexico while their pay, issued in pesos, cently have fueled Mexico's 70 peris fluctuating so much against the cent inflation and forced the currency devaluations that have sent the
dollar.
Recently the United States made exchange rate from 24 pesos per doltwo wise moves that will help the lar to as high as 120 to a dollar this
Mexican economy recover, Harris year, Harris said.
Real American help for Mexico
noted. The U.S. provided $1 billion
in loan credits to the Mexican gov- must be prececdcd by a U.S. econoernment, allowing it to buy food and mic turnaround, if Mexico was to
other commodities abroad, and gave make a recovery, he said.
Harris also hit upon interest rates
Mexico an additional $1 billion in
advance for oil purchases. In return, as the main reason that Mexican ceoMexico sold the oil at a special rate. nomic problems continue. Until
Mexico has a tremendous foreign then we can e;{pect to see more probdebt of some $81 billion and would lems in Mexico and more illegal
have had trouble paying the interest aliens as a result, Harris concluded.

Formet: UNM President William
'Bud' Davis testified Thursday in a
$225,000 discrimination suit filed
against UNM by the former director
of the university's Black Studies
Program.
Davis, a co-defendant in the civil
suit, explained before an eightmember jury in Judge Juan G. Burciaga's courtroom the steps he took
before his decision to terminate the
contract of the plaintiff, Harold
Bailey.
Davis said his decision for nonrenewal of the contract was a result
of Bailey's refusal to accept a reas•
signment in the university as a part
of a reorganization plan, and not because Bailey was outspoken on
changes he felt were hurting minority education.
Bailey has charged in his suit that
UNM officials were retaliating
against him for remarks he made about racism in the .university when
they terminated him. He has also
charged that once that decision to
terminate him had been made, the
same officials conspired·to prevent
him from getting a grievance
hearing.
·
. Tuesday, testifying in his own behalf under examination by his attorney Stephen Farber, Bailey said it
became apparent to him that UNM
has a policy of discrimination based
on color.
Bailey also issued a statement in
which he claimed UNM has no
blacks in administrative positions,
has no black faculty members with
tenure and has no blacks making important policy decisions.
Today former president Davis
admitted thete was room for im-

provement in minority involvement that Bailey had not made use of norin UNM policy-making, but he re- mal proceedures for grievance evafuted Farber's assertion that a luation through the Academic FreeMarch, 1981, report by the New dom and Tenure Committee, choos~
Mexico Advisory Committee to the ing other forums instead, like The
U.S. Civil Rights Commisssion Daily Lobo and news conferences.
proves Bailey's claims.
Davis said the final decision on
That report found 'a disturbing Bailey's contract was based on
lack of minorities in faculty posi- Bailey's performance and his failure
tions at UNM and throughout New to reply to a reassignment by a deadline established on June 5, 1980, not
on his outspokeness on UNM's record on minority concerns.
Bailey has said that he accepted
the administrative decision to split
the minority studies program under
the reorganization and based his refusal to accept reassignment because
he had questions on the contract renewal proceedure.
Davis denied that he and others
named in the suit conspired to prevent Bailey from getting his case
brought before the regents of the
university. Bailey has stated he
made several attempts to obtain a
hearing, but that Davis and other
administrators had already decided
that if Bailey would not go through
Lobo File Photo
normal grievance proceedures, be
11
WM. E. BUDu DAVIS
should not be allowed to. petition the
Mexico's institutions for higher regents.
Bailey's attorney also tried
education.'
Davis noted that Bailey was a yesterday to show that UNM's attormember of the advisory committee ney, David Peter Rask, and the other
and fttat the report was issued after co-defendants were planning for a
Bailey's June, 1980, termination. court battle even before the deadline
The commission is chaired by Lt. . for Bailey to reply to his reassignGov. Roberto A. Mondragon and ment had passed. Bailey contends
includes many prominent New Mex~ the university left him no alternative
for redress of grievance, because
icans.
Davis said Bailey had chosen nev- any UNM process was to be weight~
er to discuss his termination directly ed against him.
with him, although Davis was ultiTestimony is expected to continue
mately responsible for extension of today as the university begins to put
his contrac.t. Davis further stated forward its defense;
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Wire Report

Conceptions Southwest
UNM's fine arts/literary publication

International News

1982 issue on sole now

U.5. sanctions
defiant French

54
in UNM Dookstore, ASA Gallery, Marron Hall 131
and selected local bookstores
Dock issues available Marron Hall 131

WASHINGTON - The Commerce Department Thursday barred
the French subsidiary of an American company and a French firm
from receiving any exports from the
United States, pending investigation
of whether they violated President
Reagan's sanctions against a Soviet
pipeline.
The department acted 30 minutes
aftcrit received word that a freighter
carrying three giant compressors
manufactured by Dresser France for
the natural gas p.ipeline left Le
Havre, France, bound for the Soviet
port of Riga.
Dresser filed a motion Thursday
with the Commerce Department for
ahearingforrelieffrom the ban, said
Edward Luter, Dresser's senior vice
president for finance.
The temporary order prevents
Dresser France, a subsidiary of
Dresser Industries Inc. of Dallas,
and Creusot-Loire, a nationalized
French company that is a prime contractor for the project, from receiving any product, service or technology from the United States, whether
or not it is related to the pipeline.

Baptist Student Union

Howdy Party!
Tonight 8-llpm
• Free Door Prizes
• Delicious Food
• Party Games
Come on over and get acquainted

Movie Night
Saturday August 28
6:30pm
9:00pm

Star Wars
The Muppet Movie

50¢ admission, Free popcorn
Baptist Student Union
401 University NE
{University at Grand)
243-5401 for further information

q

~

Japan corrects texts

TOKYO- Japan bowed to
mounting pressure and agreed
Thursday to correct history tex~. tbooks that its angry Asian neigh~ bars charge whitewash Japanese
atrocities before and during World
War II.
"The government and people of
Japan are deeply aware that, in the
past, Japanese actions have inflicted
great suffering and injury on the

by United Press International

peoples of Korea, Chi?a ,~nd t_he
other countries of AsJa, ChJef
Cabinet Secretary Kiichi Miyazawa
said.
China, South Korea, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and other countries occupied by the Imperial Japanese Army
have bitterly complained that new
Japanese history textbooks distort
Japan's invasions, massacres and
forced labor campaigns.
The new textbooks, pushed
through by hawks in the ruling
Liberal Democratic Party, delete references io the 1937 Nanking "massacre" and call it an "incident" inst.ead. Most historians put the death
toll in the Nanking "incident" &t
200,000 to 300,000.
Miyazawa said the textbook corrections will be made a year ahead of
schedule for the books used in the
school year beginning in April1985.
For those used in J983 and 1984,
he said, the Education Ministry will
issue instructions so that the actual
teaching of Japanese history accurately reflects Japan's war-time record,

National News

Herpes spreads
despite drug
CHICAGO - Adding dimethyl
sulfoxide - DMSO - to a popular antiviral agent does not aid treatment of herpes and may cause a
burning sensation when applied, researchers said Thursday.
ldoxuridine was the antiviral
agent used in the test. A recent survey showed it was the second most
popular therapy prescribed for recurrent herpes simplex virus.
In an article in the currentJournal
of the American Medical Association, a team of three doctors said
adding DMSO to idoxuridine did lit-

tic other than shorten the period of
viral shedding from open lesions the time when the genital herpes
sufferer is most contagious.
"We have found that 30 percent
idoxuridine .in dimethyl sulfoxide ... clearly did n.ot alleviate
symptoms, hasten healing, reduce
new lesion formation or delay subsequent recurrences," the doctors
wrote.
While the idoxuridine in DMSO
appeared to "significantly" shorten
the contagious period for herpes
when compared to the other treatments, "it would be unsafe to resume sexual contact until all lesions
are healed," the doctors said.

State and Local News

Rape suspect caught
DENVER - A man suspected
of being the "Babysitter Rapist" in
Denver and California's ''Lost Dog
Rapist" has been charged Wednesday in a sexual attack on a 14-yearold girl.
Ch;~rges of kidnapping, child
molestation and sodomy are also
pending against James H. Ginn Jr.,
42, in Los Angeles and Carlsbad,
Calif., and in Albuquerque.
Chief Deputy Denver District
Attorney Beth McCann said more
charges were expected to be filed
against Ginn. The suspect was being
held in lieu of $10 million bond at
Denver County Jail, where he was in
protective custody because of
alleged threats from other prisoners.
At a bond hearing last week,
Capt. Don Mulnix said Ginn was
suspected of being the "Babysitter
Rapist," who sexually assaulted 22
people in 10 separate incidents in the
Denver· area in the late 1970s and
early 1980s.

Editor's note: This is the second
of four articles describing the men
and women b11ttling for the nomination of their party in Tuesday's spc-.
cia! state legislature primary election.
House District 18 incumbent Rep.
Judith Pratt said what makes her
campaign different from her opponents is her organization behind the
issues,
Pratt, speaking of her accomplishments in office as the Tuesday
special legislative primary draws
nearer, described her record as one
that demonstrates a care for people.
''I've fought for the people I represent," Pratt said, and gave some
examples. She cited her efforts to
stop the censorship of textbooks in
schools, her attempts to have military funds cut and returned for social
services, her involvement in the
nuclear weapons freeze initiative
and her opposition to the right-towork laws as some of her causes.
Pratt, a Democrat, will run in the
special primary this Tuesday because of the June legislative redistricting, She was placed in the same
district with District 22 incumbent
Frank Horan, who agreed not to run.
Her Democratic opponent is Albuquerque attorney Cisco McSorley,
profiled in the Aug. 25 issue ofThe
Daily Lobo.
Pratt describes herself as one of
the so-called 'loyal Democrats,' a
network of mainly liberal urban
Democrats opposed to the coalition
of conservative Democrats and Republicans that generally run things
in Santa Fe.
She says her position in the legislature means that the district has an
active voice for minority rights and
urban concerns. She helps fonnulate
strategy with other members of the

Nudists open
for all to see

8
Music,
Fashion,
Exercise and
Beautiful
Bodies!

Albuquerque Hilton International Ballroom

August 28-29
(Sat 10atn-9pm, Sun 10am-5pm)

LIVE MUSIC BY:
BORDERLINE, FORREST,
AND GIN MILL
Sat 1:30 "Battle of the Bodies'' Competition
featuring Mike Carnohan, 1982 Mr. NM and
Tammy Stafford the world's strongest kid!
Sun. 12:30 "Dancerama" Competition
between area dance and aerobic studios.
Sat 12:00 & 3:30 and Sun 11:15- "Body Beautiful" Fashion Shows
featuring Dawn Reesman, 1982 Ms. New Mexico

a

Pratt says organization,
care make difference

'-J. ooroes enceror1ses production

Yucca Naturist. Club, New Mexico's only nudist club, will open
their doors to the public on from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Aug, 29 for nude
swimming, volley ball, free fishing,
horse shoes and shuftle board,
Yucca Naturist Club is a family
oriented nudist club, and this event
is free to the public.
Nudist clubs are not colonies,
which were phased out in the 1950s.

network, and keeps abreast of problems across the state that have aq
impact on her university and nearheights district.
Pratt said the nature of her constituency has changed somewhat since
the reapportionment. Several precincts were taken away from her old
district, and many more were added.
She now represents six hospitals, the
university, and middle and upper
c.lass heights neighborhoods, and
must consider the interests of a more
diverse area, she said.
In closing, Pratt said she intends
to campaign the same way as always - face to face with the people
she represents,

Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

10% off everything
15% off everything
20% off everything
25% off selected items
30% off selected items
40% off selected items
50% off selected items

MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. r,r;;g.·~.N.M.
268-4876, Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-

JUDITH PRATT

Sidewalk Sale
on

''The Classiest Trash in Town''
Entire Summer Stock 70% off
Greeting Cards 5/ 1.00

Wicker Peacock Chairs
Reg. ~ $25.00

+ Morel More! More!

General Store

The Daily Lobo will begin. printing a daily calendar Sept. 2.

111 Harvard SE

Notice of campus nteetings and
events will be published on the day
of the event.
Persons wishing to publicize a
meeting or event in this column
should fill out a •'Lip Service'' fonn
found in Marron Hall 138.

.

And to show you we're oerious bettors, we'll continue to drop prices every day of the
sale. Here's how it will work:

SALE STARTS FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 10:00 AM

To reach Yucca Naturist Club,
drive 15 miles north of Albuquerque
on l-25 to the N .M. 44 (Cuba) exit.
Tum north on U.S. 85 (thefustfourway stop) and proceed for four and a
half miles. TUr:J west at the YNC
sign and follow the arrows. In the
event of inclement weather, rain
checks will be issued.

'Lip Service'

YOU CAN ALWAYS BET ON A 'GOOD DEAL' AT MOUNTAINS & RIVERS because
we offer you the finest equipment and knowledgeable service. But to celebrate our
Ninth Annive~sary, we want to ~ive you an even better deal. So., .starting Friday, August
27th, everythmg 1n our store will be 10% off- except our staff, but then they're a little
off anyway.

So, put on your gambling shoes and come on over- we'll deal you in.

More than ISO visitors attended
the last open house. Those who
visisted had the opportunity to enjoy
a day free from clothing and experienced relaxation as only a nudist can
know!

Infonnation to prospective nud·
ists will be mailed upon request.
More infonnation is available by
calling 867-9910.

AMBLER'S
SALE

(aero•• &om IJNM)
Fri. 11·6

Sat. 10·6
Su.l2·6

Deadline for calendar items is 2
p.m. the day preceding publication,

•

'266-7709
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Life
and
Related
Subjects
If you're looking for ways to
develop a serious drinking
problem, I urge you to take a
small child across the country
in an airplane. My wife and I
did this recently, in an effort to
get to California. We had
heard that C<!lifornia contains
these large red trees, Our
vacation objective was to go
out, look at the trees, and re·
turn to Pennsylvania without
being assaulted by mass
murderers, which abound in
California.
One problem was that we
missed our plane because it
took off an hour and a half be·
fore our tickets said it would.
I'm still not sure why. It was
just one of those mysterious
things that happen all the time
in the world of commercial
aviation, Maybe the airlines
have so many delayed f:ights
that every now and then they
let one take off early just to
even things out. All I know is
that it looked as if our vacation
was over before it began,
which was fine with me, because our two-year-old son,
Robert, had already gone into
Public Behavior Mode, which
is a snotty behavior pattern
that modern children get into
because they know that modern parents aren't allowed to
strike them in public for fear of
being reported to the police as
child abusers.
While Robert wad running
around the airport looking for
electrical outlets to stick his

Letter
Editor:
I was quite disturbed by an
article published about our work
on electrochemical/photoelec·
trochemical coal gasification on
page five of the Aug. 24, 1982
issue of the New Mexico Daily
Lobo. The article was very poorly
written, almost totally incorrect
in many respects, and inconsistent even within the same sentence. Most sentences in the first
column ofthe article do not make

Big mouse,red trees
fingers into, an airlines per·
son arranged to put us on a
plane bound for St. Louis. We
were not really interested in
going to St. Louis, because
the principal tourist attraction
there is an arch. I once paid
money and waited on line to
go up to the top of this arch,
and when I finally got there, I
realized that (a) St. Louis looks
basically the same from the
top of the arch as from on the
ground, only flatter; and (b) I
had no way of knowing
whether the people who built
this arch were serious, com·
petent arch-builders, or merely close friends and relations
of the mayor whose arch
would collapse at any moment. So I got back down, and
have felt no great need to go
to St. Louis since. But the airlines person assured us that
St. Louis is in the same general direction as California, I
think he mainly wanted to get
Robert out of the airport.
The flight to St. Louis was
uneventful, except that
Robert and several other children were much more disrup·
tive than terrorist hijackers
and a passenger at the back of
the plane died in what I believe was an unrelated incident. Also, my wife was fairly
nervous. She doesn't believe
that planes can actually fly, on
the grounds that they are
enormous objects filled with
people, suitcases and airline
food, which is a very heavy
kind of food, the idea being
that if the passengers are
given food that takes a long
time to chew, they won't get
bored. Despite my wife's concerns, we made it to St, Louis,
where the airlines personnel,
in another commercialaviation mystery, put us in the
first-class section of a plane
bound for California. First
class is for people who have

paid a lot of extra money so
they won't have to sit in the
same section as children.
Robert sen sed this i mmediately and went into Ex- ,
tended Public Behavior Mode, ~
a mode that baffles medical
science because in it a child
can cry for more than 45 minutes without inhaling.
Robert wanted the stewardess to open the airplane
door, only we were 35,000
feet in the air. After a while, I
got the impression the stewardess was seriously considering opening the door for
him anyway.
Eventually we got to California and saw the trees. They
were large and red, just as we
had been told. I liked them
better than the St. Louis arch,
because you didn't have to go
up in them. Robert liked them
because they were surrounded by reddish, clingy
dirt that you can get into your
hair and diaper really easily.
We also drove down the
Pacific coast on a winding
road that offered many spec·
tacular views that I couldn't
look at forfearl would plunge
the. car into the ocean. Fortunately, my wife took many
pictures, and I intend to look
at them once we save up
enough money to have them
developed,
We planned to end our
vacation in Los Angeles, but
we never actually located it.
We'd get on a large road and
follow the signs that said ''Los
Angeles," but we'd always
wind up in some place whose
name ended in the letter 'a,'
such as Pomona and Ventura,
filled with stores selling
waterbeds. I'm sure Los
Angeles was around there
somewhere, because you'd
need a city with a large
population to support a
waterbed industry.

any sense at all, in English context as well as scientifically. Even
I, from whom the article originated, could not and can still not
understand from the article what
is currently going on in my
laboratory. I was misquoted and
the informatin was wrong in
many places.
I believe it is unwise for an editor to have news written when
the writer does not understand it.
Further, I strongly believe that
you should have sent a proof to
me before you published this

irresponsible article. If a writer is
not capable of understanding or
digesting the original report released by the UNM Public lnformF~tion Office, then he should
run it without changes. Please
have interested readers contact
me or the above office for correct
information about the article.
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

441DMENAUL
MAIN

I.___STC_R_E~==
i

i ~4418
SALE STARTS SATURDAY, AUGUST 28th, 8:00AM

4418 TOWNER NE

Our Famous AVALANCHE Starts Saturday ·and Runs for Two Weeks.
,2004 DOWN Holds in Layaway until November. Use your VISA, Master
Charge or American Express.

CUT 70's
FISCHER TURBO SUPER
DYNASTAR FREESTYLE
DYNAGLASS 1130
OLIN MARK VII
SARNERSTAR
SARNER VISION
KNEISSL RED STAR
KNEISSL WHITE STAR SL
KNEISSL WHITE STAR MID
1<2305
K2355S

=

DOONESBURY

'f?1!/,-

NO. 5/R.
GOUhOMY !!!l~r
!iWMf ISN'TIT HIT 711/S
MAt:Je UP?
MORNING.

REGULAR $230
REGULAR $160
REGULAR $120
REGULAR $300
REGULAR $120
REGULAR $210
REGULAR $250
REGULAR $275
REGULAR $240

NORDICA POLARIS
DYNAFITPRO
DYNAFIT SHADOW
CABER EQUIPE LADIES
DYNAFIT CONTRO CUP
CABER IMPULSE MENS
HANSON SHADOW
HANSON CITATION
SCOTT SUPERLITE
SCOTT SUPER HOT
MUNARI SPIDERLITE

JUST BEHIND OUR MENAUL STORE

OPEN: SATURDAY 8:00 to 6:00
SUNDAY 10:00 to 5
MONDAY 10:00 to 9:00

REGULAR $295
R.EGULAR $250
REGULAR $225
REGULAR $225
REGULAR $265
REGULAR $250
REGULAR $160
REGULAR $275
REGULAR $190
REGULAA $~70
REGULAR $125

LOOK77R
SALOMON 727
TYROLIA360
TRYOLIA 180
TYROLIA 280
MARKER M40
PLUS MANY MODELS
OFGEZE

\

1/NIJ Ya:t

10/..D

HIM?

YOUGUYS II/?& fiLL
lEAVING ANY/Qf/Y.
UJ& HAV& 7lJ /JO
91/SIN&SS N/711
711ESe PtiOPLe.

ROSSIGNOL SM
ROSSIGNOL CMV
ROSSIGNOL STS
ROSSIGNOL P.RIMA
·ovNASTAR SPRINT MEDIAN
DYNASTAR PULSAR
DYNASTAR STARGLASS
ROSSIGNOL MIRAGE
OLIN MARK IV
OLIN MARK II
OLIN no
OLIN730

1<2610

Sincerely,
Su·Moon Park

NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo
381400

Vol. 87

No. 6

Tho New Mexico O.((y Lobo lo publlohed
Monday through Friday""""' regulor week
of the Univorwlty yoor, weefdy during elated
and flnalo -.end weekly during tho aum·
mer -ion, bV tho lloord of Student Publlcatlorio of the UniverwltV of Now Mexico.
Subocription reto Ia $10 per ocedemlc yoor.
Second clooo pollllgo peld ot AlbUquerque,
New Mexico 117131,
Tho oplnlono oxpreoood on tho odltotlil
pogoo of tho Now Mexico Dolly Lobo are
tho Mol the euthor aololy. Unoignod opinion
lolhll of tho edhor and reffoctotho odhorlol
policy of tho paper but doeo not n..,....rlly
reprttent tho viOW. of tho momberw of tho
0./ly Lobo llalf.

1<2710
1<2810
K2230LX
ATOMIC SUPREME MID
ATOMIC BIONIC SL
ATOMIC ARC GS
HART EASYRIDER ~
HART BILLY KIDD MUSATAND
HART. BILLY KIDD SUNDANCE
HAR-n BILLy KIDD GRAPHITE
ELAN RCOS
ELANRC03
ELANRC05
ELAN RC04

REGULAR $280
REGULAR $240
REGULAR $240
REGULAR $160
REGuLAR $175
REGULAR $215 1
REGULAR $235
REGULAR $175
REGULAR $260
REGULAR $250
REGULAR $255
REGULAR $235
REGULAR $260
REGULAR $270
REGULAR $290
REGULAR $190
REGULAR $175
REGULAR $270
REGULAR $290
REGULAR $150
REGULAR $190
REGUL:AR $175
REGULAR $275
REGULAR $270
REGULAR $250
REGULAR $260

.BIBS, STRETC-H PABKAS
SPECIAL GROUP HCC
PARKAS & COORDINATES
OBERMEYER
KIDS JACKETS

REGULAR $120

·as%

BIG SELECTION OFFISCHER, TRAK
KARHUand
adidas BOOTS
SKI PACKAGES
AVAILABLE

$79

COMPleTE

•'

OFF

50% 60%
to

OFF

50% OFF

POWDERHORN bN-E ARM BANDITS

s4g·
DOWN REGULAR $145
sag

Dacron/Holofil Model
REGULAR $110

FAM()US GRANDOE GLOVES YOUR CHO.ICE
REGULAR 40.00 to 49.95

Edhor ••• , , , .' , ... , , • , , , , , •Morey McKinley
Monogfng Editor,,,.,,.,, .. , .Merle BII!Ok
Bu1lheu M1n1ger • , , , • , , •• , .Micheel Ford
Advertllii'lg Manager, •. , , , ~. , James Fliher

1999 -

rrrrtl{~tl I11! i'f]@l,tl¥1 I

Lett-. ~n l'ofley
Lottoro to tho editor mull be typed, dou~
blo-opocod and no more thon 100 wordo. All
molled·ln lottoro must be olgried bV tho OU·

AT LEAST

thor -end _lriclude eddre11 end telephone

number. No namoo will be withhold, Tho
Dolly Lobo doeo not guarentoo publication
ond will edit letters for length end ilbelouo
content.

REGULAR $200
REGULAR $250
REGULAR $225
REGULAR $265
REGULAR $120
REGULAR $165
REGULAR $200
REGULAR $275
REGULAR $195
REGULAR $295

ROFFE, WHITE STAG~ HEAD,
GERRYandPOWDERHORN

REGULAR $245

JUNIOR SKIS
DYNASTARGT
ATOMIC PRO JUNIOR
DYNASTAR PIPER
HPM

NORDICA FORCE II
LANGEXLS
LANGEXL900
LANGEXLR
HEIERLING COBRA
HEIERLING PRINCESS
HEIERLING COMP SOFT
HANSON STILETTO
HANSON MAGNUM
HANSON ALTO SOFT
WEINMANN ULTRA LIGHT
HEIERLING JUNIOR BOOT

REGULAR $298
REGUlAR $290
REGUlAR $275

50% oFF

BEHIND
OUR
MENAUL
STORE

4410 TOWNER NE

SHOP SATURDAY 8 to 6, SUNDAY 10 to 5, MONDAY 10-to '9
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Dunking stool at the pool
as ~Daze' draws to a close
THE TESTING DI\7ISION OF UNM
ANNOlTNCES ITS REGULAPt
STUDENT TESTING SERVICE
!'ht• Tt•sting Divhion, as a special senkc. publhhe-. this calendar sho11ing test dates and
n•gistration dt•adlim•s whkh ma) be of interest to t":"i~f students. This calendar will be
puhlhhcd <1! the beginning of fall and spring semesters.
Wt• suggt•'t that you dip •md ;an: this calendar for future reference.
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\pph,-.•tt":l lllll't bt• n•t't'tl{'(l h1 Dt·nt.tl :\dmt,q>Hl Pwgr<~m
1111 latt•r than dt•.tdhnt• IJ,to·d .1h"' <'-

Dt•nt.tl Jh c:wzu· .\plltudt·

Tt·-t
Dit•tihan' Ht•gJstr.ltim•

Od 311. 1'1';2

n,.,.

J.m

!.!'i. 19-'l-3

Ott. 30. I<J'>2

Ex.un
Graduate ~ttnagt•mt•nt
Aumission Tt•st (;\tAT'

( :radu.llt• Rt•wrd
Fununa!Jo~n1 C:HE

Oct. 6, 19';::!
~(1\ 10. 19~2
Dee, :?.7, 19'>2

-t 1'J~:!

Oct. 2.3. 19'>2
Jan 2'1. 1%3
'.lar l'J, l<i'l.J
Jum· 1"l. 1'!').1
Applit.ltiom UHht

Writt> to American Dietetic Asso<:iation
RPgi,tration Office. 430 ~ \1ichigan Ave.
Chit·<~g<>, IlL 60611 for ~pplication & info.
Sept. 20, 19')2
Dec. 27. 19:,2
Feh. 14. 19>3
~fay 13. 19-~3
lw ptt,tm.J:rked w• L!tt•r than dosing date listl'd abo1e

Od. Hi. 1Y'>.C.
Sept. 16, 1952
lkt 11. l'J~.C.
~0\'. 5, 19.52
Fl'l> 5. l'J'>-3
Dec . .30. 19.5::!
:\pr 2:3. l'i'l-3
~lar, 18, 1953
Junt• 11. 1'il,.3
.
\lay 6, 1953
Applic.ltinns must !... postmarkC"d nu latt>r than dosing date listtod above

(;r,l(luatP St·hnol Fort•tgn
IAmgu.1ge Tt>>t GSFLT

Cnnt.1ct Testing Dl\t,inn 277-5.3,f5 lor appointment

fmtitutt• fi>r Ct•rttilt"atlnn nf En~m·t•ring
Tt'<-hrm i.lm ICET

~tll. 13.

Law School .-\dnmsu•n Tt•st
.I~'> AT

Oct. 2. 19'12
Dl'c. 4. 191,:!
Feb. 19. 19->3
,Register Early! Appltcations must he postmarked
by thl' dosing date listed alxm.··:

:\fedic-al Colle.~:e Admission
Test ·:\KAT

Apr. 9, 19-'>3
Oct. I. 1S53
A?plications will be available at
about February 1. 19.53 ·

1'!'>2

National Teacher Exam
tNTEI

Oct. 11, 198::!
Nov. 13, 1982 - Core- Battery
~lar. 5, 1983 - Core Battery
Jan. 31, 1983
Apr. 30. 1983 - Specialty Area
.
Mar. 2$, 1983
,Application must b(' in ETS Office by closing date listed abo\·e. ·1

Optoml?try Coll('ge
Admission Test

Oct. 23, 1982
I Application must be in office of Psychologirol Corp.
by closing date listed above.

Test of English a_~ a
Fort>i qn I~m gt!al;l'

.!OEFL
Tt>st t1f Spoh•n Engli'h
TSE

Feb. 5. 1983
Apr. :30. 19.'>3
c.Applica!ion must bt> in the officp of Psychological Corp.
by dosing datt> listed <~hoH'.
~ov. 20. 19-S::!
Jan. 15, 19.'\3
~tar. 12, 19'5;3
\I av 14. 19-'1.3
Sn;._ :!0. IS~::!
\Jar. !:!. 1'1'-~
\Ltv 14. Jq<,.)
~tl\

::!(1, 19~~
Application mu't lw rl'tl'h r·d hy Psycholnj!ical Corp. by
ciosing datt" listed abo\ e.·

A dunk tank holding prestigious
L'NM faculty, staff and students will
be llJCated next to the pool. This
vear's dunk tank schedule will in~Jude U!'/M Chief of Police Barry
Cox t3:30 p.m, J. A,sistant Dean of
Studies Garv Gnlden r3:45 p.m. 1,
HPER Chdimmn Leun Grlfiin 14
p.m.'· Director ,,f S.:h''''l RelatJ'm'

Saturday. "Welcome Back
Daze" will conclude with the annual
hoedown dance, from 8 p.m. to I
a.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Admission is $1 with student l.D ..mnd $2
for non-students. Live band music
and dancing with "Buckboard" will
be provided all night. A free hayride
around the University will take place
from 8 to 11 p.m.
At 10 p.m .. a dance contest will
be held with a first prize of two
round-trip plane tickets, accommodations and tickets to the Oct. 16
CNM at San Diego football game.
Video games, old west photos and
conce5;ions will also be available at
the dance.

Enrollment more than 22,000;
late registration closes on Friday
Enrollment at l'!'/M thi!, fall is
running about3.5 percent above la~t
fall at the same time. Robert Weaver. dean of admissions. said
Wednesday.
Registration through Monday
totaled 22.520 students on the Main
Campus. That's an increase of 708
students - 3.46 percent above the
:!1.506 studentS who had registered
at the same time in 198 L
Late re2istration at VNM continues through Friday.

Acting Dean John Rinaldi said
registration for the new General College is greater than expected. He
said 310 students had registered in
the General College by Monday and
expected considerably more would
be enrolled by the close of late registration.
The General College admin:s.:e~;
basic skills courses and asso<:1:=.:e .:!;gree programs . Three of the ~:::;,;.
computer programming. ere.::•<-:·
cial business skills and .e]e::t":•m:-;
technology, are being offe:-e:. !:'• :•r;
dil·ision this fall.

UNM presidential search
40 active candidates left on list
ing with a total of211 applkanL~and
nominees.
Travelstead said the committee
expects to submit eight names to the
C:-<!>.1 Regents for their consideration by no later than Oct. I.

:\far. 11, 1983
Sept. 2, 1983

Contact Testing Division .::!77-5345 for appointment

:-iov. 6. 1982

A "belly flop" contest will be
held at 5:30p.m. All UNM students,
faculty and staff are allowed to participate in the conte>t, with prizes
being awarded for ''best dressed,''
"big~gest splash" and "best dive."

Nancy Magnuson-Jones (4: 15
p.m.). SUB Director Cliff Holt
(4:30p.m.), Dean of Students Karen
M. Glaser (3:45 p.m.), Assistant
Dean of Students Paul Woods (5
p.m.), University Secretary Ann
Brown (5:15p.m.), ASUNM Vice
President Dan Serrano (5:30p.m.),
Basketball Coach Gary Colson (5:15
p.m.). and Director of Intramurals
Fred V. Perez (6 p.m.).

Sept 2. 1982
!'io,·. 4. ISS:?.
Jan. 20. 1983

Milll'r Analogii'S Test
t!-IATI

PharmaC'y Col!l')!;e
Admission Test ;PCAT'

On Friday, from 3:30 to .6:30
p.m., the annual pool party wtll be
held at the Johnson Field pool com·
plex. Events will include live music
bv "Joe Joe Pineau;" free Coors
cup>. frisbees, hats and t-shins; a
skydiving >how at 4:30 p.m .. f~ec
tether balloon rides; and a modehng
show at 6 p.m.

The presidential search and
screening committee at t:NM has
narrowed the list of active candidates for the vacant president's post
to 40, Chester C. Travelstead, com·
mittec chairman reportS.
The committee began its screen-

. Applications and information mav bt• obtained br writing to
fCET. 2tl2'1 K Stret>t. !'\_ W., Washin>;ton. DC ::!0006

th(' Testing Division

• 'Welcome Back Daze'' week
concludes Friday and Saturday with
many events in which UNM ~t~
dents, faculty and staff can parttclpate.
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UNM Band.
works hard
Kent Kullby
Attention, right oblique, build,
rear march, pinwheel, yells the band
leader to about 190 of this year's
band members marching to the
music every afternoon on Johnson
Field,
"Sometimes it seems like mass
chaos," laughed UNM Band Director Harold Van Winkle. "But
they're a hard working and enthusiastic bunch. We'll be ready by the
first home game."
The band devotes three afternoons a week to practicing and went
through an intense, week long clinic
before school started, Van Winkle
said. They spent up to 12 hours daily
to learn new music and practice marching.
"It takes a lot of commitment,"
said Assistant Director Jo Beth Annstrong who is a fifth year band member. "I love music, and this is the
best way of expressing it. You reach .
so many people performing. That's
the thrill of it.''

1982·83
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to
stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Building (SUB) before Friday,
September 3, 1982 and fill out the appropriate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week in October
and will be on sale at the Student lnformation Center in the SUB and several other
places on campus for $1.

The band has changed over the
last couple years, Van Winkle said.
"We are using more showmanship in the routines, a lot more
dance and' movements to the
music," he said.

It won't be easy because these pointed star on the field.
require a lot of teamwork,
Only about one fourth of the band
Armstrong said. During the number members are music majors. The rest
from Jesus Christ Superstar the 190 run the gamut of University majors,
muscians will form a giant five Van Winkle said.

The new course "Backpacking"
will complete the three courses now
being offered in the outdoor experience area.
What's so new about a backpacking course? With the addition of the
new course, students will now be
able to experience the outdoors at
three distinct levels,

related to backpacking. The main
emphasis of this course will be to
provide the student with the best
possible information concerning
backpacking coupled with outdoor
experience.
The third class, "Wilderness Experience,'' is designed to place the
students in stressful situations in the
wilderness to help the students learn
more about themselves. The emphasis is placed on survival skills and
camping with a minimum of equipment. The Outdoor Shop located in
Johnson Gym has all the necessary

The first level, "Camping Experience," will provide instruction
and field experiences designed to introduce to the novice camper the
basic skills necessary for safe and
enjoyable camping. The main
emphasis of this will be an enjoyable
outdoor experience involving a
minimum of physical strength.

reg. • 2.lioo

Now• I9B5"

9611 MENAIJL BLVD. NE

~ctAJU1

ALBWIJERQUE, ftEW NEXICO 87112

mOIJil1ain ~PIIIell\"inc •.

c

~~:_).12!!_ - -

All OfhEP,. ~y p~ f brok, pa~~

equipment, for rent, for all three
courses at very low prices,
Physical Education hopes this
sequence of courses will attract two
new populations at the University
previously unreached: novice campers, put off by the imagined
hardships of camping, and the student interested more in survival
skills. Yet, they do not want to neglect the student interested in backpacking.
Fall semester backpacking classes
still have openings. More infonnatin
is available at 277-2128.

10% OfF
itllfl seft: 4 fh
fS!.

Announcing!
for the seventh time lobo men's shop ·

The next level, "Backpacking,"
will provide the student with instruction and field experience necessary
to sharpen and test new and old skills

Sidewalk
Sale!

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS
TYPEWRITERS FOR
HOME OR OFFICE

Sept. 24. 1982.

·s.oew111~r.. ~pook

nu~rbers

New backpacking course is offered
enjoyment and safety emphasized
A new class in backpacking will
be offered by the Physical Recreation Professional Services program
in the spring, said instruction program coordinator Dr. William Degroot.

o

Jeff Alexander

76 TROMBONES . , • and clarinets, and drums, and horns and
the 190 persons of the UNM Marching Band who play thes11
instruments are practicing their footwork in preparation for
the
first home football game of the se.,son against Texas
A Broadway production of music
Tech,
Sept. 11.
from Jesus Christ Superstar, Grease

and Fiddler on the Roof will be performed for the first home football
game Sept. II.
Other productions will feature
jazz, Spanish, and classical themes.

o

non elcctnc;: portables with cass !rom 539.95
clcetm: portables' With ease from ·s119 95

CALCULATORS,

all tully guaranteed

Oct. 9. 1982
Jan. 8, 1983
Apr. 2, 1983

il buslncJ;S analyst

This Saturday, Aug 28
Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00

. S19.95

Gaslo !K:ICn!ifiC b:-31
.$12,95
1!-51 J)rogramabfO ...................... $29.95

tt-sa wtth library . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ..•... _••.. $69.95
tl-59 Wilh hbrnry . .. . • . • . . . . • . . . . .
many others fnim $6.95

$99.95

STEREO AM-FM RECEIVERS

Oct. 1'i.
Dec. 13,
Feb. 7,
Apr. 11,
Oct. 4,
Jan. 24.
!llar. 2'l,
Oct.

19S2
19-'l2
1983
1983
19'3:?.
1983
19'>.3

2.'5. 1982

JVC, PIONEER, SANSUI, KENWOOD, EtC
from 999$

Feminine Attire
~MGO..

ef tl'le
.

P.Jlffif:8RBD illflfD8fl,
2937 Monte Vista NE
{Neatlhf! Unlversi(y}

11101 Menaul

{FcJlllh'!!~~~?Ef.~!E~~_j

SUPER DEALS ON
CASSETTE DECKS, SPEAKERS,
AND TURN TABLES.
CANON, NIKON, PENTA.)( M!NOLTA, OLYMPUS
AND MANY OTI-li:AS At LOW·LOW PRICES, AND
EVERYTHiNG iS FULLY GUAAANTEEti

AlTENT!ON UNM STUDENTS:
BRING THIS AD FOR
AN ADDITIONAL10% DISCOUNT

.SANDIA JEWELRY AND LOAN

co.

517 CENTRAL N.W.
Downtown 51h eM 61h
CENfFML 842·12:b

lobo

men's
shop

Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, Frye boots, knit shirts, sports coats,
turtle necks, sweaters, suits & swim suits

2120 Centrai SE • 243-6954
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'111E WINI~ CELLAR WELCOMES
ITNM STIIDElVI'S, li'AClJL1T & FRIENDS
Lunch and Dinner Specials HcrYcd daily

.

Lute Nighl IIappy Hour
lO.pm.-1.2 Midnight - In Lmmgc.' only
l~<:aturing 09!{ well drin}{S
CO~TINUOllS

FOOD SERVIC!t

llum-11 pm Monday thnt 'Illllrsday
llnm-12 l\Hdnlght Friday & Saturday
L!w l'Ull'rtalnnu~.nt Turs. tltru SM. :'\itrs

·--------....., :1.L AR
WINE ... I~ 1..

~--

IC.c!'itaurruat wad J,otua~c

l.t)IIIUI'li

& Sa11 t•cd••o • l•'air t•hu,a • 268-6706

~~·~~~~-$U~~~~·~~-~·§~~~~~~~~~:;~~~~~2~~~
~

Recharter
on time
so your or2anization
can aPPear in the 1982-83
..Campus Guide to
Chartered Student
Or!!anizations··
Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept. 1Oth
.,!',

Host eases culture shock
Kent Kullby

Dully Happy Hour 4-7prn

F<:u!urlng 50!{ MargaritaH & Complimentary Snacks

l
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YEAR ·;TUDENT ACTIVITal iiiLL ·AGAIN BE LISTI:IG
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:fift~:-n=Art-·VJ A'IO UST iT"
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!,iv ;~f:li•lNI :)P teJql["'', l~~T,\CT ;n!DE'Il A('IVJTif';
,,; :n ·II% JH, :11\1 o.'• ''l"M !OL '.lUDEll! U~IO~ BUIIDI!h

Easing the tremors of culture
shock for UNM's 525 foreign students can be fun and educational for
"host" families.
"I've thoroughly enjoyed the experience. I think I've gotten more
out ofit than he," said Evelyn Bearden about UNM student Renato
Rosales from the Philippines.
Bearden met Rosales two years
ago when she volunteered with the
UNM International Program as a
·
host. Since then she has enjoyed
the
f · d8 h'1 0 f R 1
d1
d
·
nen
P
osa es an eame a
great deal from him, she said.
International Programs and Services is looking for more host families for foreign students.
The host does not give room and
board to the students but simply invite the student to activities.
"It's very important to give foreign students a chance to learn the
customs of family life in America. It
gives them a better perspective,
Many times the students will just
stay on campus if they don't have a
reason to leave it," said I.P.S.
Coordinator Lorraine Viamonte.
Yesterday Viamontc matched
Mia Wahlqvist of Sweden with Greg
Bowes who is a professor of Adult
Education at UNM.
"My wife is very excited to meet
you. She studied in Sweden one
summer," Bowes said to Wahlqvist.
"People are very friendly and
easy to get in touch with," Wahlqvist said. "But the different accents confuse me."
The majority of foreign students
are from Taiwan, Japan, Mexico
and Brazil. But the mix also includes
natives of Europe, Africa, Australia, and the Middle East, said
Viamonte.
Patricia Telles is host for two
foreign students, one from Mexico
and another from Jordan.

"We get into long discussions
talking about differences between
our cultures at the dinner table, And
1 think its very educational for my
nine-year-old d&ughter," she said,
Besides getting hosts for the students, Viamonte works to get ll new
student involved with the different

ethnic and religious groups on
campus.
She also organizes ppt luck din·
ners and other activities for the stu·
dents to meet with each other,
Anyone wishing to volunteer as a
host can call the International Programs and Services at 277-4033,

Insect charms hard work
but alluring to females
It's not clear why cicadas make
that thrumming noise, but it must be
important to them because it's such
hard work, says a UNM biology professor.
''It's generally only the male
cicada that choruses,'' says Dr. Clifford S. Crawford, "The idea may be
they are attracting females, asking
them to compare individual singers.''
The chorus ~ presumably alluring to female cicadas but anathema
to some people - issues from tym·
bals, vibrating membranes in
pouches on the abdomen. Voluntary
muscle contractions produce ''a sort
of vibrating drum effect," says
Crawford.
''It is one of the most highly energy-using muscles known,'' he adds.
Albuquerque is the congenial
home of a species of floodplain cica·
da which can be heard, like it or not,
from early June to mid-October.
Cicadas thrive in temperate and
tropical regions all over the world,
but despite their profusion they are
little understood, says Crawford. He
is the co-author, with Mary M.
Dadone, of a technical paper on the
chorusing habits of the Albuquerque
cicada.
Asked what more he'd like to
know about cicadas, Crawford said,
"I'd like to know why they have the
song pattern they do.
"There are two distinct units," he
continues, "the erratic daytime
singing and the continuous, predictable evening chorus.
"Why? I think attracting female(l
is the only answer."

BIENVENIDOS are extended to Mia Wahlqvist, a foreign student here from Sweden, by (left) Lorraine Viamonte, coordinator of International Programs, and Greg Bowes, professor
of adult education and host.

To protect your privacy,
don't waste words
with unwanted callers.
Your phone is part of your home. And at Mountain
Bell, we understand that when someone uses your
phone to invade your privacy, it's like an unwanted
visitor coming through your front door. But we want
you to know that you can have the last word with these
callers. By not wasting any words with them at all.
If the caller is a salesperson using a hard sell,
you don't have to listen.just say you're not interested,
and hang up.
· If you get an obscene call, or the caller remains
silent, don't stop to listen. Above all, don't talk to
them. Hang up on their hang-ups. And if these
callers keep after you or threaten you, get in touch
right away with the police and your local Mountain
Bell business office. We'll help you find other ways
to deal with these calls.
No matter what kind of unwanted calls you
get, let your actions speak louder than their words.
By hanging Jlp. It's the best way we know to protect
the privacy of your home. And your phone.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

The chorus may also be a "spacing arrangement,'' Crawford speculates, a noisy no-tresspassing sign.
Or perhaps the multiple voices are
intended to confuse predators. Cicadas' enemies include cats, dogs,
sparrows, raptor birds and a species
of wasp that dines on cicadas.

Mexican money
safe in U.S.
MEXICO CITY (UPI)- U.S.
Ambassador John Gavin denied the
Treasury Department plans to freeze
Mexican money in American banks
in retaliation for a similar move
made on Mexican dollar accounts,
an embassy statement said today.

Get Cash In semnds
Now! Amigo, Harvest, & CU Anytime Cards
ALL Work The CU Anytime Machine.

Crawford's paper, published by
the Entomological Society of Amcricl!, says the Albuquerque cicadas
begin their chorus just after sunset in.
early and late summer and close to
sunset in midsummer. Overcast
skies trigger the song earlier.
Temperature and humiclity do not
seem to affect the starting time but
light intensity and barometric pressure changes do.

,-Right Here On Campus!

If cicadas take their cues from the
setting sun, Crawford wonders if
"they sing at th~ same moment in
the Northeast Heights and downtown.
"I'd like to know if the timing of
the evening chorus is the same relative to environmental factors wherever they are or if it's localized in
populations,'' he says. ''That would
tell us something about the genetics
and evolution of cicadas."
The cicadas we are hearing this
summer probably were born at least
four years ago, erawford says.
Their mother laid eggs on twigs, and
when the twigs fell the newly hatched nymphs burrowed into the
ground. They lived at root level,
feeding on ~s· nutrients. When
they emerged they made a fingersized hole in the groung and left behind, often on the bark of a nearby
tree, a beige outer covering of nymphal "skin," complete with feet.and
feelers.

Forget the check-cashing hassle. Save time,
effort and frayed temper! Now- this minute
- you can use any of
these three {ff!f}O:. cards
-Amigo, Harvest
or CU Anytime - and
get instant cash up to
$200 a day from the
CU Anytime Money

Machine at New Mexico Educators Federal
Credit Union right here
on campus at 1712 Las
lomas NE.
Insert the /I'l.'/11· card of
your choice, Amigo,
Harvest, or CU Anytime
- in the Machine and
withdraw the cash you
need. The money you
receive will be deducted from your

account at Albuquerque National Bank
(Amigo card), Security
Federal Savings & Loan
(Harvest card), or New
Mexico Educators Fed·
era] Cr~dit Union
(('U Anytime card) and
will be shown on your
next statement.
Imagine! Cash instantly,
conveniently; anytime
you need it, 24 hours
a day. Use the
CU Anytime Money
Machine. It's here on
campus ...

waiting for you now at
1712 las Lomas NE.

Adult cicadas live in trees. Their
beaks pierce twigs and branches so
they can suck liquid nutrients, but
there is no evidence they harm the
trees, Crawford says. The cicada
sings all summer, mates and is dead
before the frrst frost.
Behavioral scientists are interested in animals like the cicada,
Crawford says.
"They seem to illustrate a princi·
ple called Iekking, .in which animals
get together in discrete areas for reproduc!ive purposes.
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"Cicadas also illustrate sexual
selection, the question of how individuals compete to attract members
of the opposite sex. "
Crawford doesn't dislike the cica·
das' thrumming chorus- to lum
it's a welcome sign of sumrr.crbut his cats eat them, an•J they
shriek as they go down.
"I imagine cicadas would be a
good, high-protein food," Crawford says.

"It has been called to my attention that rumors arc circulating of
the U.S. Treasury's intention to
freeze dollar accounts held by Mexicans in the United States," Gavin
said in the prepared statement.
"These rumors are utterly false."

Announcing!
for the seventh time lobo men's shop

Ever since the Mexican peso began to collapse earlier in the month
the government has had to head off
rumors of everything from impending food shortages to assassination
attempts on President Jose Lopez
Portillo 3Ild President-elect Miguel
de Ia Madrid, who takes office Dec.

Sidewalk
Sale!

I.
''This and other false rumors that
have arisen about various aspects of
Mexico's financial situation are destructive and damaging when given
credence," Gavin said.
"It is important thatresponsible
people on both side of the border
reject them for what they are: alar·
mist inventions."
Mexicans and Americans alike
are furious with the government for
effectively freezing their dollar bank
accounts and many are alleging government officials themselves with
depositing huge sums of money in
U.s. banks to avoid the problem.
Another rumor sweeping Mexico
is that the Mexican government has
obtained a list of citizens with foreign, mostly U.S., bank accounts and
will try and seize the money.

This Saturday, Aug 28
Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00
lobo
men's
shop

Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, Frye boots, knit shirts, sports coats,
turtle necks, sweaters, suits & swim suits

2120 Central SE • 243-6954
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Be Bennigan's
Bound!
Quench The Thirsties And Hungries
Happy Hours - Sunday Noon-Midnight
2 for 1 Moo-Sat llam-7pm & llpm-2am
(must be 21 years old)
Kitchen Open All Day • 1-40 & Louisiana

End Of Summer

SALE!
Qne Week Only
Sale Begins Saturday, Aug. 28th

.w~ ~

~~=~ \fflt~~m~
~ 2421 SAN PE:DRO NE 884-5113

New Mexico's Complete Camping & Backpacking Shop!

Review

Arts

Two plot fronts converge
in new Beineix film
Eddie Tafoya
The two plot fronts that come
together in Jean-Jacques Beincix's
debut film are a story about a young
Parisian mail boy madly in love with
an opera star, and how one bad judgment can almost cost him his life.
The movie starts out when the
protaganist, Jules (Frederic Andrei),
tape records the concert of his favorite opera star, Cynthia Hawkins
(Wilhelmina Wiggens Fcrnanez),
who'iscallcd "Diva" because of her
prima donna attitude. This trait is
best exemplified by Diva's refusal to
record her music. She feels that her
performances arc personal to her and
her audience, and when the music
ends "you have :o let it go."
But Jules records the concert with
sophisticated equipment, and comes
up with a high quality recording,
thqt, in the most meaty part of the
plot development, attracts the attention of record pirates.
But this is just half the exposition.
The day after the concert a prostitute
is being chased by two underworld
men and drops a taped confession
into Jules' mailbag. So Jules ends up
with two tapes and six people on his
tail.
Thus begins the action of an ironic
thriller of a film.
Although Jules' obsession with
Diva isn't dealt with directly

through all of the film, the undertones are still there. He befriends a
precocious young lady named Alba
(Thuy An Luu) who resembles
Diva, and lives in a fantasy world
like the one Jules puts his perfect
lady into. He also steals Diva's
gown, and has a prostitute wear it
when she goes to bed with him.
The film is ironic in that it parallels the quixotic romance of a poor
man falling in love with a woman he
knows he can never have, and in a
twist to please the romantics, she
responds to him. Through the meeting and their friendship (if you can
call this relationship a friendship)
Jules keeps Diva on the high pedestal he built for her long before he met
her.
But the two tapes are the chief foci
of the film. Jules goes home one
evening to find his to his revamped
garage ransacked, and his tapes
hang froms the ceiling in mutilated
strings and knots. This is the symbolic picture of the tangled mess the
recordings have brought Jules into.
A chase scene that takes the viewer through the ?aris subways is
orchestrated with perfection; it is
eye-pleasing and interesting as Jules
takes a moped down several flights
of stairs and even takes it on the
Metro, an escalator, and a moving
sidewalk.
But not everything in "Diva"

Current book minireviews
United Press International
Pomeroy by Gordon Williams
(Arbor House, $12.95)
Introducing John Stockley
Pomeroy - "unmitigated rascal,"
black sheep scion ofl. distinguished
Tennessee family and se.:~et agent to
the world's highest and lowest trouble spots, in the service of President
Theodore Roosevelt.
Oxherding Tale by Charles Johnson (Indiana University Press,
$10.95)
This is the second in IUP's ''literary fiction," quality fiction chosen
from novelists who "are the equals
of our great writers or who at least
show potential of that class." This is
the story of Andrew Hawkins, and it

begins on an evening in 1837 when
two men have a bit too much to drink
and decide they can't go home to
their own wives - so they go home
to each others. Their wives never
quite recover, and nine months later,
the fated narrator of "Oxherding
Tale" is born.
Scratching the Beat Surface by
Michael McClure (North Point
Press, $15)
In this collection of essays, poet
and playwright Michael McClure reviews his own career and the contributions of his contemporaries
over the past three decades to develop a new perception of art as "a
living bio-alchemical organism."

works. The bad guys are too stiff,
too inhuman. One, who wears combat boots, has a shaved head and
wears sunglasses, stares straight out
of a windshield as the power window goes down before a clandesti~e
meeting in a parking garage. This
character is by far the worst of the
bad guys, ns he is the most memor·
able, but the others are not much
better.

The plot bubbles and all of the
threads spin together for the finish,
and "Diva" is rare movie- a
thriller, a romance, a crime drama,
and a little bit of comedy coming
together in a young man's fantasy.

a

"Diva" is presently showing at
the Guild, 3405 Central SE. The
movie runs through September 16.

UNM art head
awarded grant
Garo Z. Antresian, chainnan of
the UNM art department, has been
awarded a $25,000 unrestricted
grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Antresian said he is overjoyed. "I
have all this money and a million
ideas, but very little time," he
added.
He said he plans to continue painting and making prints. In addition,
l1e said he is also considering taking
1 trip abroad next year.
Antresian was selected to receive
the award on the basis of his professional experience.
Antresian joined the UNM art department faculty in 1964. Before
coming to UNM, he held a teaching
position at the Herron School of Art
in Indianapolis, Ind., where he
earned his bachelor of fine arts degree in 1948. In 1960-6I, he served
as technical director of the Tamarind
Lithography Workshop, Inc., in Los
Angeles, from which the Tamarind
Institute at UNM originated.

This is a restaurant founded on
bunitos - there are a dozen kinds,
all of which are delicious. With red
or green chile, came adovada, chorizo (sausage), rellenos, all meat orin
combination with beans, a bunito
from the Acapulco, along with a
Coke or iced tea to take the sting out
of the chile, is the ultimate AlbU·
querque lunch.
All eating at the Acapulco is done
in the fresh air and sunshine. There
are tables on each side of the restaurant, and two summers ago a
patio with umbrella-shaded tables
was added onto the back. On most
days there is a good view of the
Sandias from the patio.
For those who really want to eat

the author will be on hand to help
iron out technical difficulties in the
original Broadway production.
Director Michael Myers calls it "a
fun and funny production with a lot
of thought-provoking elements" about the problems a newly-split couple encounter as they try to stay on
friendly tenns. "The traditional
season is designed to give our regular playgoers, the ones who have
been coming out and supporting us
for years and years, the kind of plays

SF con starts today
!RENE SilBERMAN PRESENTS ''DIVA'' A f>lm by JEAN·JACOUE$ BEINE/X
Ad>pted from tho novel by DElACORTA Screenplay by JEAN•JACOUE$ BEINEIX.
JEAN VAN HAMME 01alogue by JEAN·JACOUES BEINEIX W1th FREDERIC ANDREI.
ROlAND BERTIN, RICHARD BOHRINGEil, GERARD DARMON,
JACQUES FABBRI, THUY AN lUU, DOMiNIQUE PINON, ANNY ROMANO
Wllh the partiCipation of WILHELMENIA WIGGINS FERNANDEZ
Dltottm ol photography PHILIPPE ROUSSE LOT Set de!I!)Oer HILTON MtCONNICO
MuiiC compo,.d •nd conducted by VlADIMIR COSMA
Ptoductron milnilget ULLY PICKARD _A (O:productron ofGAtAXIE FILMS arid

GREENWICH FILM PRODUCTIONS

SOUNDTRACK AlBUM AVArlAaLE ON DRG RECORDS
Copynghi© 198~ United Arlists COfpOf.atiM All rights restfiteG

Untted ArtiSte Claaa1oa

THE: GUILD

TULANE & AMHERST 255-3050

---~~-

Bubonicon 14, New Mexico's
annual science fiction convention, will be held this weekend at
the Winrock Inn here.
Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, author
of the Saint Germain novels, is
the. guest of honor. Local authors
will also be 1eading from their
works.
The convention is sponsored
by the New Mexico Science. Fiction Conference, Admission for
the three days is $10, and Saturday's luncheon, featuring Yar-

bro, costs $7.50 per plate.
Registration begins today at
noon. Some of today's events in·
elude George Martin reading
from his novel Fevre Dream at 4
p.m,. a panel at 9 p.m. on time
travel and one at midnight on
vampires.
Saturday at noon, Yarbro will
read from her works, and will
give a speech at 3 p.m., follow·
ing the luncheon. Sunday's
events include a slide show on
Japanese science fiction fan activities by Takumi Shibano.

they've come to expect from us,"
says Robin Schlegel of ALT. Beginning Oct. I with the opening of
"Time of Your Life" by William
Saroyart, the theatre will initiate a
"Renaissance Season'' of classic
drama - tQ be directed by Myers
and an assortment of guest directors.
Also in the works arc Ibsen's "A
Doll's House," an altered version of
"A Christmas Carol," and "The
Dresser," Reservations for these
plays will be available beginning
Sept. 13; tickets for the regular season are available now. For more infonnation call the Albuquerque Little Theatre at 242-4750 or 2424315.

ALT auditions
set for Sunday
The Aibuquerque Little Theatre
announces auditions for its October
production The Time of Your Life.
The parts available are for 16 men
and nine women, ages 20 and older,
Also needed are a young male dan·
cer and a young male piano player.
There is nothing a prospective actor
need prepare,
The auditions will be held at The
Aibuquerque Little Theatre 224 San
Pasquale Ave., SW, on Aug. 28and
29 at 2 p.m.
Reahearsals for the show run
Monday through Friday, at 7 p.m.
throughout September. The show
runs Oct. I through Oct. 10.
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State House of Representatives
District 18
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Native of Albuquerque
Graduate of UNM
Attended UNM Centro Andino In Quito, Eduodor
Taught school in Quito, Ecuador for three years
Groduote of UNM Low School
Practicing attorney In Albuquerque

legislative experience...

"

Since 1979 Cisco has worked for the New Mexico State Legislature:
first as Legislative Aide to the House and this last term as on aide ro
Tom Rutherford, Majority Leader in the State Senate. His duties
Include writing and research of legislation, and following bills
through the various committees and floor debates. This experience
has given him the tools to better represent the various concerns of
our neighborhoods.

U.N.M.
Through various funding formula changes U. N.M. has not received
the funding it needs to remain o vital force In expanding the
educational horizons of New Mexico. In conjunction with the efforts
of the Associated Students of U.N.M, the Work-Study programs can
be expanded, the library Improved and tuition costs stabilized.

ASUNM Film Committee
presents
GREEN ALL MEAT

Albuquerque style, sitting on the
hood of a parked car, the Acapulco is
just the right setting, especially at
sunset when the yellow neon and red
sombrero are highlighted against the
purple shadows of the mountains.
The original Acapulco Tacos and
Bunitos was just west of University
Blvd. That establishment closed in
1978 and the place was reopened a
short time later at its present location, but under new management. A
new Acapulco. has recently opened
on Juan Tabo Blvd. to serve the far
heights.
Many of the people that work at
the Acapulco are related to each
other. That's why it seems like the
same people are always working
there, because they are. This provides the kind.of a family-run atmos-

Emmanuelle

phere that usually is a sure sign of
good food.
Prices at the Acapulco have gone
up over the years, but are still very
reasonable. A regular burrito is
$1.20 and a number 4 all meat is
$1.40. A super burrlto, about three
of the regular ones put together, is
$2.50 and is the most expensive
single item on the menu. Tacos are
$.60, a guacamole salad with chips
runs $1 .50.
The Acapulco Tacos and Bunitos
is open from about 10:30 a.m. to
about 8 p.m. Mondays through
Saturdays, and when they open on
Sundays, its from about 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. Hours are not exact, and if its
close to closing time when a bunito
sounds good, phoning ahead is recommended.

"The legendary lass of
soft-core fun"

Saturday August 26
Sunday· August 27

New Mexico Union
Theatre
Showtimes:
1:10, 3:15, 7:00 and 9:30

uTime of Your Life" heads AL T list
The Albuquerque Little Theatre
will begin its regular season of light
comedy/drama on Sept. 3 with a
production of "Special Occasions"
by Bernard Slade, then will expand
its scope to include more serious,
"literary" theater and children's
plays under ALT's new year-long,
three-part season concept. "Spe·
cial Occasions" is a two-actor play
featuring Greg Mullavey (Tom
Hartman on "Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman,;) and Meredith McRae;

Augu~t

Primary Election August 31
Democratic candidate for

Many people who live in or have
visited Albuquerque are of the opinion that the Duke City is a town with
no style and no class.

The Acapulco is no exception,
The menu is fairly varied New Mexican food, including enchilladas,
tacos, guacamole salads, tamales
and othel' standard fare. And then
there are the bunitos.

Daily Lobo,

Vote
Cisco McSorley

Burrito is
a delicacy
A couple of visitors who hold this
view were in town last week. There
was only one possible destination
when the subject of lunch came
up- Acapulco Tacos and Burritos. A traditional sort of burrito
stand and home of the finest $2 lunches available anywhere, the Acapulco embodies better than any other
place the style and flavor of Albuquerque.
As yellow as the hot New Mexico
sun, Acapulco Tacos and Burritos
squats in a gravel and dirt parking Jot
at the corner of Southern and San
Mateo S.E. between Coal and
Kathryn. Easily located by the overstze Coca-Cola sign and its outline
of yellow neon, the restaurant
doesn't look like much at first
· glance.
But that seems to always be the
case in New Mexico. It's the out of
the way places with a somewhat rundown appearance that have the best
food, and the best prices.

Me~ico

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Red-Hot Top 40 Band

from Phoenix

Subscriptions
Only $10 per year

At Ned's

Marron Hall, Room 131

Tonight &: Saturday
and
Next Week
Tuesday through Saturday

Or send $10 to:

UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

Dance to your Destiney at Ned's
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Private gifts aid development for UNM
Cralg Chrissinger

If you urea Presidential Scholar,

through variou> fundraiser;, depart·
rncnts, schools, KNME <tnd the
Foundation.

data, names and classification of individual donors, and purpo~es for
which gifts were made.

Lnlickcr said most state institutions have foundations which exist
outside university regulations.
Operating under a 30-mcmber board
of directors that includes three University administrators, the Foundation gains flexibility in raising and
distributing funds by being entirely
separate from UNM.

Lalickcr said the office's primary
project is to raise 70 percent of the
funds needed for the annual 400
Presidential Scholarships. UNM
provides the other 30 percent of
funds for the yearly $1,000 awards.
The program was started by former
President William E. "Bud" Davis
to attract the best graduates of New
Mexico high schools to UNM.

rc~:civc

an athletic scholarship, have
usf.!d the reading assistance machine
at Zimmerman Library or enjoy
KNMI\ prop;mmming. you have benefited from the Development
Office and the University of New
Mexico Foundntion.
"Our primary responsibility is to
rahc money from the private sector
to supplement the university's usual
funding," said Robert Lalickcr,
srt·rctary nod executive director.

Tho DcvGlopml~nt Office received
almost $5 million in gifts lnst year.
This tnWI inc.:ludes all cash, securities, rc;tl estate and personal proper·
ty given to UNM as donutions

UP

The Development Office receives
reports and reports on all donations
coming to the Foundation or to the
University. In addition, the office
compiles the Annual Gift Report,
which includes detailed statistical

Other support goes to provide
new instructional equipment for
classrooms and laboratories; rare
book collections, works of art and
artifacts for the University's librar-

It Takes A Better Grade Calculator

GRADE.

To Get A Better Grade.
Hewlett-Packard
Calculators.

HP-12C ADVANCED
LCD SLIMUNE
(REGULAR $15Dl

ON SALE!
$124.95
I' ·I

'·'I

ies, galleries and museums; faculty
research projects; endowed chairs;
KNME programming; and campus
beautification, such as the renovation of Hodgin Hall.
This year's goals include raising
$6 million overall and $300,000 for
the Presidential Scholarships.
In addition, Lalicker said he
hopes to have 100 charter members
in the Popejoy Society by the end of
this year. The Popejoy Society was
established to recognize people and
organizations that give UNM over
$10,000 within one year or $15,000
over a 10-year period. Last May, 60
charter members were inducted.
Lalicker said plans for raising

funds for the Foundation this year
include three-mail solicitations of
alumni and friends; a "Phonothon"
in the spring to ask for support from
alumni; and a Presidential Scholarship fundraiser in January.
The office will be asking for
assistance from the Presidential
Scholars Club again on the fundraiser, but Lalicker said that assistance
from students on any of the projects
"would be helpful. We'll be pleased
to put them to work,"
The Development Office is located in room 200 of the Student
Union Building, but will be moving
with the Alumni Association to
Hodgin Hall when renovations are
completed next year.

Washington offers
.learning alternatives
Each semester more than 250 students from colleges and universities
across the country come to
Washington, D.C., to work as interns under the auspices of the
Washington Center for Learning
Alternatives. They gain experience
and academic credit for working full
time in congressional, executive or
judicial offices; public interest orga·
nizations; national associations or
private businesses.
The WCLA Internship Program,
open to juniors and seniors in all
academic majors, includes: placement, orientation, counseling, supervision and evaluation of intern
progress; academic seminars and
group discussions with other interns;
guest lectures; social and cultural
events with other interns; and cen·
trally located housing.
WCLA is not a credit,granting in·
stitution; it does, however, function
as an adjunct to the iniversity/col·
lege campus. Students participating
in the intemshi p program receive
from their home 'institutions
academic credit that is equivalent to
that received for an average term on
campus. Documentation and evaluation of student performance in the
internship are provided by WCLA
and the agency sponsor.

WCLA Interoship placement sites
have included such diverse settings
as the U.S. Congress, the C.C. Su·
perior Court, the U.S. State Depart·
ment, the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, the U.S. Department
of Commerce, NBC News, the
AFLICIO, the Smithsonian, the
National Institutes of Health, Com·
mon Cause, and the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce.
WCLA requires all students to en·
roll in one of its seminars, which are
taught by qualified Washington pro·
fessionals (attorneys, congressional
staff, policy analysts, etc.) and cov·
era distinct area of an academic discipline. Seminar offerings include:
"Trial by Jury,'' "Art Comes to the
Nation's Capitol,'' "U.S. Foreign
Policy in the Third World,'' ''PetroDollars" and "An Inside Look at
the Washington Press Corps."
The application deadline for the
1983 Winter Quarter Internship
Program is Oct. 15; for the 1983
Spring Semester, Nov. I, 1982. For
an application and more information, write or call: The Internship
Program; The Washington Center
for Learning Alternatives; 1705 De·
Sales St., N.W.; Washington,
D.C., 20063; (202) 659-8510.

Bishop makes appeal to Poles
(h~
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PERSONAL.
COMPUT-.YlOo\1

DEALIEA

Drafting and Engineering kits
available at student prices.

401 WYOMING NE•265-79B1
Quality products for the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

CZESTOCHOW A, Poland
(UP!) - Amid new Politburo
claims that Solidarity is plotting to
overthrow the state, Polish
Archbishop Josef Glemp appealed
to Poles Thursday to reject violence
on the second anniversary of the sus·
pended trade union.
"There has been enough bloodshed in the streets,'' Poland's top
Roman Catholic leader said at a
mass celebrating the 600th

anniversary of the arrival in Czes·
tochowa of the Holy Black Madonna
icon, Poland's most sacred religious
artifact.
"Let's start thinking seriously ab·
out the dialogue table,'' Glemp told
some 400,000 worshipers gathered
at Jasna Gora, the towering hilltop
church where the icon is enshrined.
But at the Baltic port of Szczecin,
Politburo member Kazimierz Barcikowski, who two years ago negoti·
ated with striking workers and
signed the agreement recognizing
Solidarity, said the group's under·
ground was plotting to overthrow
the state.
"The plans of the extremists are
the following," he told party mem·
bers at the Warski shipyard. "Public
gatherings, a general strike and, if
necessary, an uprising aiming to
overthrow the socialist system.''

Entire Summer Stock

Friday & Saturday 11-6 pm
August 27•28
Lobo Miss 842-8678
2118 Central SE

Glemp said the "church has been
continuously calling for and beg·
ging'' for dialogue. "But the re·
sponse has been that there are no
proper conditions,'' he said.
The "conditions" included
freeing imprisoned Solidary. leader
Lech Walesa, or at least allowing
him to speak freely, and releasing
other Solidarity internees, Glemp
said.
"Earlier uprisings have brought
annihilation, depression, destruction and even worse - long lasting
slavery," Glemp warned. "We
must remember history is the teacher
of life. Let us finally learn something from history,"

Sports
Brian Sipe is Browns' number one thrower
United Press International
If Brian Sipe had any worries
about his job, he found out
Wednesday that he has it all locked
up.
Cleveland Browns coach Sam
Rutigliano emphasized Sipe was
his No. 1 quarterback and would
hold the job for the foreseeable fu.

ture.
"He has a 'Yale lock' on the
starting job, for obvious reasons,''
Rutigliano said.
It has been speculated that backup Paul McDonald, in his third

year out of Southern Cal, might be
given a shot at the job this season.
That speculation has been fueled
by mediocre performances by Sipe
in the first two e.xhibition games,
on top of a below-par performance
inl981. McDonald sparked a rally
in the Browns • 26-24 victory over
the Los Angeles Rams last
Thursday.
Rutigliano says he hasn't even
considered replacing Sipe, who led
the Browns to the Central Division
championship in 1980 and was the
AFC's Most Valuable Player.

Rutigliano said Sipe would play
"most" of the frrst half of Saturday's exhibition game against the
New Orleans Saints, with McDona}d playing the second half. He
SaJd there was a chance that third·
string quarterback Rick Trocano
could see his frrst action of the
summer in the game.
Also Wednesday, the Browns
acquired two players on wai vers - defensive lineman Mark
Buben, who was released Tuesday
by the New England Patriots, and
defensive back Jerome King, who

Soccer player
Weisen has a
very busy life
Jim Wiesen always seems to be on
the run, whether it's coaching or
playing soccer, or taking classes at
both TVI and UNM.
The popularity of soccer in Albu·
querque is "tremendous,just look at
the youth in the parks, and the kids
are bringing in their soccer balls,''
Wiesen said.
Wiesen plays both fullback in de·
fense and halfback for the UNM
Soccer Club. He started playing
when he was 11-years-old and was
in the first New Mexico soccc:r
league. He used to play in three or
four games every weekend. "The
league wasn't too tight at first, so I
could play for two or three teams in
different leagues,'' he said.
As coach of the boys' soccer team
at Albuquerque High School,
Wiesen is faced with a dilemma. He
didn't play in high school soccer,
but he chose to play in the city league
because "it's better ball and a quick·
er game,'' he said.
His 22 soccer players are "shut
off' from playing because of the
dual participation rule used by public schools. A player can only par·
ticipate in 16 games a season, and
AHS already has a 14 game sche·
dule.
"I'd lose my job by telling them
(his players) to play city league," he
said. Wiesen feels that although a
player in both high school soccer
and city league soccer would have
practice conflicts, they could still
play city league games since they're
on Sundays. The player would then
have a better chance to gain experience.
Wiesen wil be busier when
UNM's soccer club begins its season
on Sept. I I. Wiesen said, "We have
a very challenging schedule." It in·
eludes Brigham Young University,
Chihuahua and the University of
Geneva. Wiesen is one of five soccer club members very interested in
seeing Varsity status granted to the
soccer club.
"Weneedtohoponitnow. We'd
have to wait for another league to
form if we don't get it,'' he said.
Currently there are eight varsity
teams and only room for two more.
Both UNM and Colorado State University are trying for varsity status.
Renfro and L.eonel Quintanilla have
also been pushing for varsity status.
Wiesen thinks BYU will never
play UNM again in soccer. He said,
"Why play a club where you have
nothing to gain and everything to
lose?'' Without gaining varsity status, UNM will be cut off from good
regional soccer and would be forced
to play small college teams until
another league could be formed.
''Soccer could be a money maker.
More than 2,000 fans came to see the
Chihuahua game, and our summer
soccer camps also raise money,''
Wiesen said.
Wiesen is taking courses at TVI
and majoring in computers. He is
also majoring in journalism at
UNM.
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total amount to:
Lite Beer T·Shi.rf Oiler
~ P.O. Box 1153
. Milwaukee, WI 53201

Iii.

~"'
l

Mali fhls coupon and a check
or money order for the

'·

""~

"I'm a Famous life Beer

Drinker" T.Shtrt ($5.00 each)
--=--=-,..--~~Smail
(Quanllty)

-~~.Medium

Life Beer Dlcilonory T·Shlrl ($5.00 each)
-~-··~--··
(QuontltyJ

Small
~-~Medium

--~--Lorge
-·-~-~X·lorge

was cut loose by the Philadelphia
Eagles,
To make room on the roster,
safety Steve Genion and nose tackle Joe Ferraro, both free agents,
were waived.
In other training came news:
The Baltimore Colts cut three
players and added three others to
their 1982 squad. The team cut
offensive guard Tony Vitale,
offensive guard Bob VanDuyne
and defensive end James Williams.
Additions to the squad were offen·
sive tackle Rob Taylor from North·

western, offensive guard Arland
Thompson from Baylor and defensive end Steve Durham out of
Clemson.
The New York Jets traded cornerback Donald Dykes, their thirdround draft choice four years ago,
to the San Diego Chargers for a
conditional seventh-round draft
pick next year. The acquisition of
Dykes is seen as another step in the
Chargers' quest for an improved
pass defense, an area that has plagued them in recent years.
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Skills Center
3rd Floor Zimmerman Library

277-4560

Study Skills Wor·kshops
Note Taking

Time Management

Test Taking

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

9 l-2pm
13 6-7pm
21 7-Spm

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2 1-2pm
8 10-llam
10 2-:3pm
14 7-Spm
20 6-7pm

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

I 10-llam

3 2-3pm

15 10-lbm
17 2-3pm
21 3-4pm
22 6-7pm
23 1-2pm

These Workshops are open to any UNM student.
Advance reservations are not necessary.

Study Groups
English 100

English 101/102

(Topic 1: Fragments)
Mondays 2-3pm
Tuesdays 2-3pm
Thursdays 3:30-4:30pm
Fridays 2-3pm

(Topic 2: Developing a Thesis)
Mondays 3-4pm
Tuesdays 3-4pm
Wednesdays 2-3pm
Thursdays 2-3pm

Topics change weekly. Come to the Skills Center
for a complete semester listing.

Math 100

Math 120

Mondays 2-3pm
Tuesdays 10-llam
Wednesdays 2-3pm
Thursdays llam-12pm

Tuesdays 2-3pm
Wednesdays 4-5pm
Fridays 12-lpm

Math 121

Math 150

Mondays 3-4pm
Thursdays 11am-12pm

Mondays 5-6pm
Wednesdays 3-4pm
Fridays l-2pm

Math 162
Fridays 2-3pm
(Two more workshops will
be scheduled by August 31)

Math 180
(Two workshops will be scheduled
by August 31)

LARAMIE, Wyo. (UPI)Wyoming head coach AI Kincaid
S<!ys if the the Cowboys been playing their se<~son opener during
Wednesd<~y's scrimmage, they
might not have been able to overcome their slow start,
''I thought we got better as it went
on, but we got off to a very slow
start,'' Kincaid said. "Had we been
playing New Mexico we may have
been too far behind to catch up."
The Cowboys open their season
against Western Athletic Conference rival New MeJC;ico in Laramie
Sept. 4.
The two-hour, !50-play scrimmage Wednesday closed out two-aday practices for the Cowboys this
year.
"We wanted to work everybody
one last time before we make our
final decisions,'' Kincaid said of the
scrimmage. ''I feel the first offense
and the first defense did improve a
great deal through the afternoon."
He said first team quarterback
Craig Johnson passed "exceptionally well" and the running backs, who
have been plagued with injuries
through spring practices, showed

RUIDOSO DOWNS, N.M.
(UPI) - Horse trainer Paul Walters
says there's one difference between
working wiili an outstanding tilly
like Classy Native and the high
school youngsters he used to coach.
"Classy's mommy and daddy
never came to me to talk about their
daughter."
Walters, who coached high
school football and basketball players in several Oklahoma towns, has
been a horse trainer for 26 years.
"Classy was voted 2-year-old filly of the meet last year (at Ruidoso
Downs). She's always been a nice
mare. She's one of the better fillies
I've trained," said the Vian, Okla.,
native.
"One of her strong points is that
she's bred to run 440 yards. That's a
real advantage since all the major
3-year-old races are at 400 or 440
yards."
That should serve the filly well in
Sunday's $1 million All American

Skills Center hours:
Mon-Thur 9-7pm • Fri 9-3pm

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

some improvement.
"Moving (Dane) Ingram back to
halfback has helped us," Kincaid
said.
Ingram, a 190-pound sophomore
from Denver, played at running
back last year but had been working
at cornerback this year,

2525 Jefferson N E
884-8012
Close to UNM

''The two young kids (freshmen
Craig Henderson and Stan Waddell)
give us a lot of speed back there,"
Kincaid said, and they are learning
everyday.
He said he believes Ule offensive
line did a much better job Wednesday than it did in the Cowboys'
scrimmage Saturday.
"Some of our younger linemen
are coming along better and it was
nice to have Craig Miller back at full
speed," Kincaid said. "He adds an
extra dimension because he can play
guard and center. "
Miller, a 239-pounder senior
from Timnath, Colo., is coming
back from his fourth knee operation.
Kincaid has scheduled a final
scrimmage for the Cowboys Saturday, Aug. 28, which will be closed
to the public.

Classy Native has big job
Derby at this track in the mountains
of southcentral New Mexico. The
winner will take home $333,000 for
about 22 seconds worth of work.
Ruidoso observers say Classy Native will be among the finest field of
3-year-old quarterhorses ever
assembled for the race, including the
stellar Special Effort, quarterhorse
racing •s all time money winner.
"I think Special Effort has been a
tremendous boost for the entire
horse industry, with his fabulous record, the amount of publicity he's
generated" said Walters.
Special Effort's four-length victory in last Labor Day's AllAmerican Futurity capped the
greatest season ever for a quarterhorse.
The horse, owned by Dan and
Jolene Urschel of Canadian, Texas,
won all nine of its starts, including
an unprecedented sweep of the Kansas, Rainbow and AU-American
Futurities, quarterhorse racing's
Triple Crown.
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If you missed our bus pass sales
in the SUB, you can come to
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale S.E.
BAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.
Semester Pass* ...... -....... .......... $50.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month) .... $16.00
Punch Pass
(20 rides) ............ -..... $ 8.00

Joe Cavaretta

BIG D: Jimmie Caner, defensive back, pursues Buddy Funk.

·available 'only to full-time students of
an accredited post High School educational institution in Albuquerque.
A full-time student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

Coach Joe Lee·ounn

The Secretary of Defense
George "Mad Dog" Chavez

In the realm of football there exists a group of men as necessary to
the sport as the players themselves.
These men (no women yet) are
known as coaches.
The measure of a football team,
its success or failure, is usually determined by the abilities of the
coaching staff. There are good
coaches and there are bad coaches.
Lobo defensive coordinator Joe
Lee Dunn should be included among
the ranks of the good coaches. As a
result of his wizardry the Lobo defense has proven its worth. They
have led the Western Athletic Conference in total defense for the past
two years.
Opposing coaches grit their teeth
and clench their fists in frustration
every time the undersized, .undermanned, but talented Lobo defense
stifles their offensive efforts.
H only the offense could play up
to par with the defense. Coach Dunn
had no comments on that subject.
It is not through luck the Lobo's
have been so outstanding in defense.
No, Dunn doesn't wave .a magic
wand or have his players pray in the
eerie glow of burning black candles.
Tne pass interceptions, the bone jar-

ring tackles, come from a regimine
of discipline and very hard physical
training.
"We take players with some ability and work them very hard,'' Dunn
said,' 'Physical exertion motivates
them. It makes it meaningful for
them to do well."
Practice looks hard. It is full of
windsprints, tiring agility drills, in
addition to running plays and blocking and tackling.
"Good things happen to people
who work hard," is Dunn's philosophy.
Dunn should know what he's talking about. He's been coaching for 16
years. While playing for the University ofTennessee-Chatanooga he
earned his letters from the field. He
was a two-way player at quarterback, tailback, wide receiver, and
defensive back.
Dunn turned two green freshmen
into All-WAC performers in 1981 in
Johnny Jackson and Ray Hornfeck.
He also had two-time all-conference
standout Jimmie Carter as a freshman and turned him into gold. They
all had talent, but Dunn made them
gel.
The Lobos, as usual, have depth
problems. But Dunn said he thinks
this years defensive squad could

For information call
766-7830

have an even better season than the
last two. Barring injuries of course.
lf so, the Lobo's will have. one
heck of a defense. Let's sit back and
watch.

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
If you think you have problems with the above ,.you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
Y.lllllllllllflllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllfllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllll'!!
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at

277-4757

~

~

!
!
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Did You Know?

fast, free
30 minute
delivery

1 out of every 7 Americans will
be hospitalized this year.*

I
I
•

§

*Amctican Hospilaf A5sociation

It Could Happen To You!

I

Aciual UNM case studies:

~

5
5 Pneumonia
li5 Fractured Arm
5 Back Surgery

i§
§

Tuesdays 11:30am-12:30pm

The Finest
Body Building &
Fitness Center
for Men & Women

Wyoming coach is unsure
about upcoming season

5

Math Confidence Workshops

Sports

Sports

Total cost without
ln;umrtce
.$4769.35
2912.20

Regular Plan
Pays
$3113.48
1619.82
7~70,02
5000.00
The patient is tespon;iblc ror any balance
not paid by the insurance

Enroll Starting August 23rd at:

~

Cashier's Office, Scholes Hall, Student Health Center
the Keystone representative will be available 1-3pm MWF and 9-12
I
1TH (1st week only).
§ You may mail your application and payment to your local Keystone
i
tcpresentative ·
~
at the address below:
5

§'

i
I

i .

Keystone Life

2625 Pennylvania NE, Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
884-6827

I~-------~-------~
$2.00 ! !~---------------~
$1.00 !
II
Off
iI i
Off
i

High Benefit §
Plan Pays 5
$3621.48 5
2806.60 li5
6012,50 5

Contact your Kcys"t(.mc tcptc~entalivl! fol' dcutil~ on ·the 'hc:w higher benefit plan.

i=

5

_i§

i=

Two dollars off the price
of any 16" 2 Item or
more pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires:

1
1
1
1
I

Ia

~
i
i
E

8·31-82

I

I

I

1

I

I

3920 Central SE

I

I

262-1662

15730

I

One dollar off the price 1
of any 1 item or more 1
pizza.
1
One coupon per pizza. 1
Expires;
1

1
1
1
I

Fast, Free Delivery

I

........

1
1
1
1
I

I
I

J

I
1

I
I1

II
: . :. 262·1662

I

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltiiUIIIIIII. r.

Hours:
4:30-1:00
Sun. Thrs.
4:30·2:00
Fri. & Sat.

8-31·82

II
: :.

I I
:I

I

1st3o

Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central SE
262-1662

I

I

I

1
I

I

262-1662 :I

~---------------~ ~---------------~
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HOUSEMATE; PREFER FF.MALE to share
Rldaecrest4 Dr. 266-2974
8/31
STUDIO WITH VIEW, all utilities, pool, safe en·
vironment, near UNM, Transportation 281·2169
~u~m

ffll

FOR SALE: UNM qrea townhouse with low interest
a~sumQble loan, also 5 bedroom, 4 bath, home in
excellent university neighborhood for $99,900. Call
Susan B~d, the UNM Qrea specialist, 256-3814 or
Walker· Hinkle Realty, 268·4551.
8/31
IIOUSE: 2 BURM/ I bath, study, garage. A va!lable
Sept. I $385 monthly. 410 Columbla294-0438 f'les,
8/31
TWO BEDROOM IIOUSE to share, $120 plus
utilities, male or female. Ca11842-9879
8129
}"f.MALE IIOUSEMATt:: WANTEU to share
beautiful house with two people, Walk or ride to
UNM. Rent $127.50, depo5it $40, Call Ana266·J709
9/1
WANTEU ONE OR TWO roomates to share house.
Male/Female non·smoklng. Near UNM 1405 Lead
242·7156
8/27
NF.EDED: PERSON TO share 2 bdr, apt, Cali 2560963 between Bam & 4pm. Not far from UNM. 8/27
ROOMMATE WANTED: SIIARE comfortable 3
bedroom SE Heights home with architect. Graduate
students preferred, No Idiots, slobs, large dogs, or
fanatics of any sort. please, $150/mo pius Y, utilities.
255-5836 evenings/243·9639 days.
9/2
IIOUSEMATE (MALE OR female) wanted to share
3 brdm., 2 bath house with nreplace, large front &
bQck yard, Serious students only I $250/mo, inc. rent,
912
uti!, cleaning maint. Tonl255·8315
ROOMMATE; SIIARE LARGE house with extras,
SilO plus \4 utilities, 262..()783 PanyorCindy 8/27

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
1. Personals
J'R}:GNANCY Tt:STING A COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTACTS·POI.ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optlcul Com puny on Lomas just wen or Washington.
tfn
WE ll()'f l>ISTRIDUTOR.'l. Prescription eyeglass
frnmc1. Orecnwlch Vlllngc (Lennon Styles), gold
rirnlm. $~4.50 (regular S6S.OO). Pny Less Opticians,
~0117 Mcnnul N.F..,ncross from Lnllelles.
tfn
('IIJNt~~E Hllf"t'ET, ('H}:AJ'I All you can eat.
l.unch $3.45, Supper S4.SO, Sunduy Jlrunch $3.45.
Jno-Jno's l'lncc, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIIT I'IIOTOS, LOWEST prices! l'leasant
Jlicturcsl 12.1 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Plett,e call
first 265· I 323.
tfn
AC'('liiiATE 1Nt'ORMA110N ABOUT con·
trJICeJHion, sterllltntlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
tfn
294,0171
TiiA'N'Sn;R WOMt:NJ SORORITY women ut UNM
nre looking for other sorority women whose af·
filinlion9 nrc not established on this campus. Sorority
women here woulu like 10 Include you In UNM's
llreek system. ('nil the Student Activities Center at
277-4076 or Ctlme by the center, room 106, New
9/3
Mexico lJnlon Building.
Tot• WOMt:N'S TEAM needs goalkeepers. Soccer
experience unneccessnry,
volleyball,
softball,
bnskctbnll udvontngeous. 277•2$83, 268·7064, 265·
1470
9/3
Kn·n:NSI t·un;, playful, healthy. Utter box
trained. 266-4856.
8127
nNANCIAI, AJDIJ W}; guarantee to find
scholarships, grnnts you're eligible to receive.
Appllcmion materluls • Sl.OO. Financial Aid Finder,
llox 1053·CN, Fairfield, lA 525$6
8121
UNM BOOKSTORE WANTS to buy your used texts,
l'opdollnrpaid,everyweekday.
8/27
ANonn:R KEG PARTY: 11tls Friday afternoon.
('ontatt Denis McKeon for loclltion842·1238
8/27
us•:D BOOK A RECORQS. Especially fine
paiJI'rbnck literature, non· fiCtion, kids, Discounts,
dragons, August L.P sale. New address 13!1 Harvard
SF ~Birdsong.
9/1
('AU, FOR MODEI.S for men of UNM and women
of UNM 1983 calendars. No modeling experience
required ..Deadline for appointments is Wednesday
Sept. 1st. C'nll88l·OI10, M·F, 94 evenings 883.()672
911
-:::W::-A~NTE:=:::iJ~)-::s:::rrr=E-::'R~Fo=R-:1";"3-y-r.-o";"ld:-g7ir71::-2/::3-e-:ve-n-,in_g_s
a week. Monday & Wednesday most needed. Call
255·2827
9/1
}'AT IS A Feminist Issue. Groups fonnlng now, Call
281-1795
9124
IN CONCERT ADVENT tonight 7pm 1806 Sigma
Chlll.d. NEt Maranatha ChrlsthiU Center. No charge

5. ForSale

•·n•:•;

8121
-----------------

2. Lost&Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST poumlons at Campus Polke
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
lfn
KEYS FOUND ON corner (almost) of Gold 8t
Terrace Sts. on August 20. Claim In room 131
Marron Hall.
8/27
FOUND EYEGLASSES IN Journalism week of
August first. Claim In rocm 13 I of Marron Hall.

8127
LOST KEYS MON. lJrd around MH 110 or Educ.
101. Don884-7255.
8/27
RANDOLPII, STEPHANIE please claim your wallet
in Marron Hall Room 131
9/1
11CKI:.T TO UPCOMING Kiva performance.
Describe and claim in room 131 Marron Hall
9/1

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals, MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kinkotl'ronto; TLC at no extra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Certtral SE, across Central from Popejoy
H~

tfu

PRIVATt:: TUTORNG, RI:.TIRED Linguist. Arabic,
Oemlan, ESl, latin. 292·3431.
8131
TYPIST·Tt::Rl\f PAPERS 75 cents. Resumes. 299·
8970.
8/31
PROFESSIONAL tYPING BY English MA/edltor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. Near Campus. 256-0916.
9/17
S11JDENT DIRECTORY DELETION or names and
addresses. Deadline to have your name deleted is

r-.... --------:----....

~-~r·l~i~.~!'71~ ~~~? 1tt ~~

'''·1 • •

i( :·

C.:ITV

Buy 2
Slices of Cheese Pizza
$1.50 plus tax
Get large Pepsi Free
with coupon 8·27/8·29

24 UOURTYPING,Jean881·0628

9124

4. Housing
.;..;_..;.;.;...;...;.;.;;...;...;;,lliL--------TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E .. $190/mo., all utilities paid, $125 security
deposit. Fully furnished•security locks and laundry
facilities, No children or Jli'IS. Please call before 6;00
In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE, deluxe I
Dedroorrt $240, 2 bedroom $300, includes utilities.
268·0525,
8/31
CONSIDERATE GUY TO share nearby furnished
house with other serious students. No drugs or
smoking, Utll. furnished. W/D. 268-6617.223 Rich·
mond SE. $175 piUs D.D.
9/3
Ft:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share three
bedroom hOUse. Private, just north of UNM. $225
Jll'r month. Cali265-0I06
8/27
AVAILABLE NOW: MODERN 2 bedroom
townhouse apt. new carpets, paint, all electric kitchen
3911 Silver SE $275 plus utilities, $150 deposit 293·

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED &. paid utilities, 8121
1218
s602
Copper NE$230, Studio $200 1 200Jefferson NE 1 br.
$210,7900 Bell, I br. unfurnished SIBS 842·6170.

SEARS TELESCOPE, MANY features, unexpected
ll•mas gift. Like new. $100. O.N.O. RIP, 266-6834.
8/28
VF.SPA MOTORSCOOTER, 200cc. Fairing and box,
70 rnpg. EltSY to ride & maintain $1,100.00 873·2128
eves.
8/27
TWO RUGS 7' X 5', 3 Y,' X 3 V:' shelves, cinder
8/27
blocks cheap 266·6036
TWO MOTOBECANE GRAND touring hikes 21"
frames 81-10 spd. 82·18 spd. both are In excellant
condition. equipped with water bottle, toe clips,
pumps&saddle bags. $150&$250281·3531
8/27
COLLEGE STUDENTS BIJ.LCO carpets have a
Iorge selection of room size remnants all half price for
your dormitory rooms or miscellaneous. Come in and
see, bring room size measurements 7617 Menaul NE
298·1803
8/27
1975 FIAT SPYDER conv. great shall\' - wood
Interior - AM·FMtape - clock - low mileage 8/27
must sell- 292·0487
TOURING BIKE 25" Columbus frame campagnolo
and Phil Woods components $325 842·9037
8127
COMPUTER STUDENTS! flAW: your own CRT
and MODEM! Fall special $714,63 plus IIIli. reg
$923.00 can 243-4566
8/27
SMillf CORONA PORTABLE typewriter recently
over·hnuled. Good condition. $75.00 883·7285 8/27
ASTOUNDING VALUES IN electronic parts, power
supplies, printers, monitors, computer kits,
keyboards, resistors, capacitors during August sale.
Suntec Computers, 1523 Eubank NE 884-8453 8/31
RANDALL GUITAR AMP: 2·channei, 120 watts
R,M.S. asking $350. Call Greg, 2994321
9/1
fOR SALE BY owner- 4 blocks south ofUNM- a
2 bedroom adobe house and apt. Large yard. Rental
Investment property. 831·2080- Barbara
9/1
'68 VW CAMPER good conditon, best offer 881·
2938
8/30
CARS ANY MAKE any color, new - used. Call
Tom Byrne277·2397
9/1
LIKE NEW Ill HP·34CCalculator. Just$85.00. Jim
844-7554
9/1
SUPER SINGLE; WATt::RBED. Complete. Price
negotiable 262-0783
8/27
PIONEER SXSIIO RECEIVER 20 watts $120.
Motown 3-way speakers, large, new, $100 each. 268·
7812
8/27
1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Convertible, aood
condition, $2,000 881·0280
9/2
IIONDA 3!0 SCRAMBLER fairing lockable truck,
good dependable transportation, $500 266-8046 8/30

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
tOURl COSl ADf)IJIONAl
NO UIARGE OR ODllGA TION
FOR INITIAl CONSULTATION
W<"item Bdn~ llklg./242-2602

lF_ _:::;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;l

913
ROOMATE WANTt::D $85 plus half utilities 2563705 3.8 miles from campus
8/27
ROOM FOR RENT in 4 bedroorrthouse$115.00 plus
deposit84J.6017
8/30
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, Furnished NE
Heights House294.()lJ I
8/30

c:::J

Newsland
Bookstore

MAGAZINES--over 1,ooo u.s. & Foreign Titles
(French, German, British, Spanish, Italian)
OUT-OF-STATE NEWSPAPERS
NY Times (Daily) Houston
Washington Post
LA Times
Phoenix
Seattle
London
Denver
Chicago Tribune
Dallas
San Francisco And Many Others
Las Vegas
El Pasd
PAPERBACKS -Large Selection
Science Fiction,. Best. Sellers, Financial, Classics,
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Etc.

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday

9am•9prn 7 Days A week
2112 Central S.E.

Neapolitan, Sicilian & Whole Wheat Piztli

(Across From UNM)

r.J!?_H_!~~~S!-~!:!,c!!t~-

WI~ CAMPING EQUIPMENT, North Face (5
degrees F) ball; $125. Thermarest; $32, Stove; $25.
881·8134, 883·7590, Joshoa,
8/27

KllTENS FREE TO good homes. 265·1096
8/30
WOMEN'S PERFORMANCE GROUP, S~ks
actresses techles Interested parties 266-9461 P.O. Box
40371 City87196
9/2

6. Employment

9. Las N otlclas

PART-TIME lOB afternoons and evenlnJill. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
9/24
LOBO WOMEN'S BASKETBALL Mgr, needed call
Coach Hoselton 277·2543 or Coach Walsh 277·3243
8127
PART TIME MORNING secretary. Some typing and
filing, Great for school, Study when your work is
finished. Call Energy Systems, 345·3010 between 1·4

MEETINGT CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias,
tfn
ASUNM Tt::XTBOOK CO.OP Sell for mr)re, buy for
less, open dally 9-3, located sub basement
8127
GET TIIAT PEACEFUL loving feeling, Sufi dance
seminar begins J1rlday August 27th 7-IOpm, Sub Rm.
250 $4,00 SaturdiiY & Sunday 1().5 also $20 per day,
$33 weekend. Weekend locations call 292·6378, J.
758-8793
8/27
111E BRASH ENSEMBLE, A men's chorus
sponsored by Common Bond (New Mexico's large$!
g-ay human righ\s organlzaton) Is beginning its second
season, For mem bershlp and rehearsal information,
call2(i6-8041 Monday throuf!ih Thursday 7 to 9 pm
8/27
CPR: MORNING, 'AFI'ERNOON and ~vening
classes available. Call 277·3136 for information and
9/10
registration. $3.00 fee.
FELDENKRAIS: ·AWARENESS
THROUGH
movement class PE dept. Call 4894 T. Til 2·3:15
information 897-2028
8/31
BELLY DANCE CLASSES PE Dept. call numbers
4851 & 4852 MWF 3·3;50 & 44;50 Information 8972028
8/31
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION will
meet 8/27 at 1:30, 2nd floor SUB, Conference room.
8/27
DANCE FRIDAY NIGH1S In the SUB Ballroom
7:30-9:30. Swing, waltz, chacha, tango, country
western and more. Free admission this Friday. Join
us! UNM Ballroom Dance Club.
8/27
Oaleria Art Exhibit,
NEW MEXICO UNION
"Images from the South", Aug, 23rd-Sept. lith,
Including photographs, paintings, sculpture, et·
things, silversmith, and jewelry, Reception Sat. Aug,
28th, 11:00am-5;00pm, Casa Del Sol Restuarant 1
featuring live music, food and refreshments. Located
on Northwest lower level of the New Mexico Union.
For more Information, ca11277·2331
8/27

8!27
CRUISE SHIP lOBS I All occupations. Great Income
potential. For lnformaton call ~-998·0426 Dept.
0924 Phone call refundable,
8/30
I'ARTIME OPENINGS 15 hours weekly, Earn $120.
Need auto. Phone9·12 only292-7679
8/27
SEVERAL PERMANENT ol PART·TIME positions
open for motivated, clean·cut Individuals. Flexible
hours, 1().15 hours weekly, We're only looking for
the best, to go a long way, Call Randal at 266-7316
for initial Interview
8/27
COMPUTER SALES PART·TIMF., Suntec Com·
puters, 1523 Eubank NE 884-8453.
8/31
WANTED; FOR FALL semester: Tutors,
Tutor/Counselors for all subjects, particularly
English, Math, Biology, Chemistry. Work Study
preferred. Call Athletic Advisement OfOce. 277-6536
.
9/2
RELIABLE STUDENT WANTED for occasslonal
babysitting near UNM. Cali 843-6523 eves and
9/1
weekends
IIELP WANTEU, YARD work, large yard-old
town area. Lot of work now, after frost 1·2 times a
month. 247·8522
911
WALGREENS, IUAN TARO and Montgomery Is
now accepting applicatons for part time cashiers,
Nights and weekends. Retail experience. desired,
Apply in person at I 1020 MontgomeryNE,
9/1

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE In the Daily Lobo.
tfn
LABOR DAY. PHOENIX, Need rider(s). Leaving
9/4/82, returning 9/6/82. Cheap. 881·8134, 883·
1590. Joshua.
8/27

8. Miscellaneous
SHORTS, lOGGING SUITS 20t!o off, Kaufman•s.. a
real army-navy store, 5 minutes from UNM 265·
7777
8/31
DAYPACKS-BACKPACKS-CIIEAI'EST prices
around; US made. Kaufman's-a real army-navy
store. 504 Yale SE 265·7777
8/31
ARMY PANTS, SIIORTS- 'Kaufman•s .. a real
anny·navy store.
8/3 I
WIIISTLE, LOUD, CIIEAP, unbreakable from
$1.50, Kaufman's .. a real army·navy store, 504 Yale
SE 265·7777
8/31

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-HMPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialasls
sancc 1938
For miOtmalton. Please Call

265-2524
Classes Starting
ENROLL NOW!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

47 Whiten
50 - de guerre
1 Pro51 Italian lady
5 Sojourns
52 Furniture
10 Knock out
56 Rhythms
14 Pungence
60 Race track
15 A Ford
61 Lowest
16 Fluency
64 Parent
65 Judge
17Man's-:Dog
66 A Fitzgerald
19 Murdered
67 Swan genus
20 Store hay
68 Burns
21 Kitchen tools 69 Barrier
23 "The- of
time"
DOWN
26 Fasten
1 Garment
27 Small parrot
2 Asian gulf
30 "A stitch 3 Heave
34 Opposed:
4 Craftsman
Dial.
5 August
35 Spanish
6 Prefix with
name
color or corn
37 Conjunction
7 Undivided
38 Ariz.'s neigh- 8 Fasteners
bor
9 Political
39 House ofcrime
41 Pair
10 Composition
42 Chemical
11lle
ending
12 Employer
43 Comply
13 Report
441sguilty
18 Ack-ack fire
45 Shore
22 The Reindeer

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

_..

people
24 True skin
25 Impressed
27 Glass pieces
28 Dealer
29 Channel
31 Asian
nation
32 Quebec's Royal
33 Gnawed
36 Epigraph
39 Dugout
40 Remnants

44 Closed hard
46 Horn
48 Buries
49 Unique thing
52 Not so hot
53 Corrupt
54 Gabe
55 Withered
57 Sport
58 Norwegian
fjord
59 Asterisk
62Aunt:Sp.
63 Part of HRH

